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(i)
ABSTRACT

Participatory Decision-Making to Democratise School Governance:
The RoIe of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association.

This mini-thesis is an atternpt to investigate how the Parent-
Teacher-Student Association of one high school goes about its aim
of democratising school governance. It attenpts to identify the
influences and constraints which affect the way in which the
Parent-Teacher-Student Association as a governing body is
conducted in practice.

The general problem in the Parent-Teacher-Student Association is
the capacity to participate effectively in decision-making in
order to denocratiEe school governance. Central to the problem of
the Parent-Teacher-Student Association is the concept of power
relations among the three constituent groupings that form this
governing body.

one high school was visited to gather data. Data eras gathered
through a case study nethod using a technique of non-participant
observation, an analysis of docunents and ninutes of the Parent-
Teacher-Student Association's neetings and interviews.

The historical developnent of Parent-Teacher-Student Association
wasr investigated. The problems and possibilities in the
functioning of each sector of the Parent-Teacher-Student
Association were also highlighted.

The other findings are that pohrer has influence in decision-
naking. The 'lay' professional relationship becomes dictated in
terms of the professionals. The relationship between the
headmaster and the PTSA is important for the smooth running of
the school. Generational donination was evident between the
parent and student Eectors of the Parent-Teacher-Student
Association. The forging of a partnership between the school and
connunlty was found to be problematic, given the perceived uneven
distribution of power in the Parent-Teacher-Student Association.

The nini-thesis concluded that there are problems in the
functioning of the Parent-Teacher-Student Association. The
problems are caused by the following factors: methods of
election, mistrust among members, uneven distribution of power,
the representative nature of the PTSA components, one year term
of office, inconsistency of the membership, not a paid job,
legislation of PTSAs, questioned role of the student sector,
generational and educational gap and no capacity building
programnes.

There ie scope for developing the partnership between the school
and cornmunity Ln school governance. The ninl-thesis proposes ways
in which this night be approached.

Date : NOVE!{BER 1995
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CEAPTER 1

CONCEPTUAIJISATION OT TBB RBSEARCE PROBIJEU.

TEE STATEI,IENE Of TEE RE8EARCE PROBITEITi

The denand for participation in decision-making has been in the

centre of poter contestation between the state governance

structures and organised formations of civil society in South

Africa.

civil society refers to the organised non-governmental structures
opposed to the governnent policies on educational matter. The

concept of civir soclety wirr be used to mean such organised

fornations as the NECC, PTSA, SRCs, SADTU, etc.

Under the apartheid system, the State governance structures were

Echoor management councils (Msc) and the prefect system. civir
society, which is defined as the domain of organised special
interests, such as the trade unions, co-operatives and conmunity

based organisations, (NEpr Lggz) was represented by organised

formations like the National Education Co-ordinating Committee

(NEcc), the Parent-Teacher-student Associations (prsA), student
Representative councirs (sRcs), congress of south African
Students (COsAs) and many other student organisations and unions

(Tlnrala L9921. The organs of civil society described by Friedman

(1991: 5) as rta web of institutions formed by voruntary
associationrr organised and contested the monopoly of the
government governance structures in decision-making process in
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African schools under the Department of Education and Training

(DEr).

f argue that participation in decision-making would democratj.se

the governance of institutions that regulate our daily lives.

During the apartheid era, governance of institutions hras

dominated by White groups. Their political power was entrenched

in the apartheid system to take decisions for and on behalf of

the Africans in South Africa. The decision-making process was

unilateral, autocratic and bureaucratic.

Contestation over school governance in African Schools should be

seen as part of a broad liberation struggle. The demand to have

a say in the policy formulation process affects policy

inplenentation.

That the African institutions had to carry out policies that tere

decided by other racial groups is central to the power struggle

and contestation around schooling. Out of that contestation for
power, control and the demand for democratic representation and

participation in decision-naking, Student Representative Councils

(SRCs) and Parent-Teacher-Student Associations (PTSA) were born.

The SRCs argued for representation of students in the day to day

running of the school. They contested the unilateral decision-

nakingl by the school management team. The SRCs were formed

parallel to the system of prefects, a student representative

2



structure preferred by the apartheid government.

The PTSAs hrere formed in the mid 1980s to contest the system of

governance of schools. They lrere organs of civil society formed

parallel to the system of school management councils which were

an apartheid state governance structure.

t t't*
J

r The PTSAs aim to participate in decision-naking in order to

i democratise school governance. The Lgg4 White Paper recognises

I PTSAs as organs of school governance; thereby assigning them
i'Iegal duties. (refer to Appendix VIII for details).

/r/
My study therefore raises questions about their capacity to ',.,'''
govern. This case study aims at opening up the debate, especially

the power dynanics within the sectors of the PTsA -r!:
-/.' 4'., t-

0,,4,..,
/2

However, Johnson (1993) argues that the PTSA is a potentially 7
problenatic structure in that it forges into a single unit three

different conEtituent groupings which have different roles and

responsibilities, and participate quite differently in the

educational process. I agree with this view because the three

PTSA components are like the three legs of a pot. If there is an

inbalance in the three legs, the probability is that there would

be a problen of balance in the three-Iegged pot. Thus the

question is, according to Johnson (1993), not only about the

potential of the PTSA to govern but how the PTSAs could begin to
acconmodate the differing demands made on each sector. The

arguement raised here highlights the problem of the composition

3 *



of the PTSA as a governance structure, which will have an impact

on the functioning of the PTSAs.

The inbalance in the composition of the PTSA raises a question on

whether the PTSAs have the capacity to participate effectively in

decision-rnaking in order to democratise school governance.

Central to the notion of the right to participate in decision-

naking is the concept of pohrer. Power in the decision-rnaking

process entails the capacity and the ability to influence

decisions. The manner in which power is constituted and located

is a deternining factor in the successful shaping of the

decision-rnaking process.

Pa{gmanifests itself in different rrays, knowledge is one source

power. Does the PTSA have knowledge as source of power. r: l'
,f;

According to Bullock (1980)

For those participating in decision-naking
an inforned knowledge of issues being
considered and the ability to take a global
perspective on then is essential for
effective decision-making. (BuIlock,
198O: 23 )

BuIlock argrues that every participant in decision-raaking should

n."" knowledge and even expertise in the topic dealt with. It

inplies the standard of education of the participants as well.

The PTSA components seen to vary much in terms of educational

gapr more especially the parent component. If not then BuIIock

(1980) gives a warning that;

It is one thing to seek the right to
participate in decision-making, it is
another issue to have the responsibility for

of

4
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being accountable for the outcome of those
decisions. (BuIlock, 1980:21)

Political and constitutional powers are a prerequisite for any

effective participation in decision-naking. Any participant in

decision-making needs to have a clear constituency he/she is

representing and a mandate to represent others. We need to view

contestation for representation and participation in decision-

naking as different from being accountable for the outcome of

those decisions. That is, to seek the ri ght to paqt_iqiga"!-e __wi]"I

!e fruitless unless one has the ability to be accountable for

decisions taken. so the notion of participation embodies

accountability. fnherent to decision-naking is the question of

bargaining which depends on the balance of power between the

bargaining partles. The debate on participation, power and the

capacity to participate leads Lucus (L976) to claim that

participation has come into vogue. ft is on everybody's lips. But

Iike many vogue words, it is vague. Everybody wants it, but it is

not at all clear what rritrr is, and would-be participators are

often disEatisfled with aII attenpts to neet their demands.

Partlcipation according to Belasco and Alutto (1975) rrcan range

from the mere presentation of an opinion, where the locus of

final authority rests elsewhere, to menbership in the group which

exercises final authority over an issuerr (Be1asco and Alutto,

L975.L241.

An example cited by Maepa (1991), that in 41O schools contacted,

the Soweto Education Co-ordinating Committee (SECC) has

established 360 PTSAs. At the end of June 1991, 22 of those PTSAs

had ff collapsed due to a lack of servicetr, (Johnson , L993 z7)

5
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indicates that PTSAs have problems of participating in school

governance.

As far as is known according to Johnson (1993) there is as yet no

indication of how far PTSAs are being sustained in schools across

the country. If the statistics of the SECC are generalisable, the

attrition rate could be quite high. The question is therefore,

how can we sustain the PTSA's capacity.

PTSAs airn to participate in the democratisation of school

governance. The question is whether the PTSA have the capacity to

participate effectively in decision-making in order to

democratise school governance. This study will probe into the

problems of the PTSAs participation in school governance.

I.TETEODOIJOGY

I used a case study nethod to investigate the capacity of the

Parent-Teacher-Student Association to participate effectively in

decision-naking in order to democratise school governance. I

conducted a case study of one school in Cape Town. I call this

school Sunshine High School. Bogdan and Biklen (L982) define a

case study as [a detailed examination of one setting, or one

single subject, ot one single depository of docunents, or one

particular eventrr. (Bogdan and Biklen, L9822421

In a case study, the researcher typically observes the

characteristics of an individual unit, like the governing body at

6



a school, or the PTSA. The purpose of such observation according

to Cohen and Manion (1980) is

'rto probe deeply and to analyse intensively
the multifarious phenomena that constitute
the life cycle of the unit with the view to
establish possible generalisation about the
wider population to which the unit belongsrl
(Cohen and Manion, 1980:99).

In a case study, the target population is properly described,

Iike the Parent-Teacher-Student Association of Sunshine High

School investigated. Boundaries are kept in focus, i.e try to

work with that one unit without exceeding the boundaries.

It is widely belleved (Stake, 1980) that case studies are useful

in the study of human affairs because they are down to earth and

attention-holding. Adelinn, Jenkins and Kemmis (1980) agree with

Stake (1980) that the advantage of case studies are that they are

in harnrony with the reader's own experience, and thus provide a

natural basis for naking conclusions. It makes comparison easy

and drawing of generalisations more acceptable. so for example,

school governing structures are present in all schools, and a

case study on school governance will be within the experience of

every parent, teacher and student.

Case studies allow generalisation either about an instance or

fron an instance to a class. From a case study one can make

generalisations which may not be far from the general trend about

what is happening with regard to PTSAs around the country. A case

study presents research or evaluation data in a more publicly

accessible form than other kinds of research report. In case

o

studies, the data is descriptive of the situation studied.

7
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does not give data in conplete statistical figures that may cause

nisunderstanding and misinterpretations. Case studies allow the

reader to judge the implications of the study her/himself. The

study of one PTSA increases the understanding of what might be

happening in the PTSAs around the country.

- ''t" "

P 
! c'', o'"

,i'
Another advantage of a case study is that researchers working

with a well-articulated theoretical framework which is allowed by

a case study, may well be able to pinpoint the phenomenon under

investigation, identifying its theoretical or empirical

boundaries. I{iIEon and Gudnindsdottir (1987) confirn that case

studies are helpful in coning to grips with complex phenomena.

^t /-'/1 le '^^' 1'-1' .z 
4'X'

A case study nethod has been useful in my research. very'Iittle
iE known about the functioning of the PTSA. There is a lack of

Iiterature about the PTSA as a governing body at schools. This is
a new phenomenon in school governance. To undertake an in-depth

study of the PTSA, the case study was thus viewed as more

suitable rather than a large scale survey study. It allowed me to

have an insight on what is happening among the different sectors

of PTSA. The povrer relations which are dominant in the

functioning of PTSAE are better probed through a case study. It
has allowed me to understand the dynanics in the relationships

that are forged by the PTSA, e.g power struggle among the PTSA

components.

The potential llnitations of a case study may be caused by the

-l

L
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enpathy of the subjects. On the first meeting, in which you

introduce yourself, your purpose of the study, that it is towards

obtaining a degree, the subjects of your study want to assist you

to pass your degree. fn data collection, they try to tell you

what they think you want to hear. For example, of Sunshine High

School, all the teacher interviehrees talked highly about the

principal. They described the principal as neutral and not taking

sides or dominating neetings. While studentsr on the other hand

gave a different view that he does dominate meetings at times.

Though it is not easy to know who ie telling the rrtruthrt, it is
clear that teachers say only good things about the principal,

while studentE do indicate Eome negative feelings. Teachers as

colleagues nay be holding sensitive information that may cause

conflict in the school.

Thus in a case study the subjects choose the information they

teII the researcher. They nay avoid giving rrbadr infornation
about each other. They may nurse the rrgoodtr relations at school.

They nay hide sensitive information from the researcher.

Walker (1986) distinguishes three constraints in case studies.
These are intrusion in the lives of the subjects, a distorted
view of the world and conservatism of case Etudies.

In ny data collection at Sunshine High School, I found interview
questions potentially explosive. Questions to the students about

their teachers and the influence of their principal in decision-
naking were sensitive. Questions designed to elicit the

+-./a "
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perception of the powers of each sector of the PTSA rnight cause

conflict and estrange relations at school. I had a feeling that

I hras intruding in a nanner in which the principal runs the

school. He may need to withhold sorne sensitive information about

the behaviour of the other teachers in the PTSA. To open up to a

strangerr oD outsider about other members of the staff may

threaten the relations in the institution.

That case studies give a distorted view of the situation might be

true. This problen starts from whom you select for interview to
what they select to tel} you, to how you select what to write.

The status and characters of the interviewees, the validity of

their information and the interpretation of the information may

distort the picture of the functioning of the PTSA.
*a

I,J.l )'-

The observational research which is characteristic of a case

study often underestinates the significance of what subjects sdy,

and makes too much of what the researcher clains to observe.

Inherent to the case study is the selective bias especially when

the view is not shared by the researcher.

Case studies can be conservative. They capture an instant in time

and space which can then be held against a moving and changing

reality. Situations change over tine but when you read a case

study report, it is as if those situations exist in the present.

But since then everything night have changed. The researcher then

has a feeling of being overtaken by events.

10
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The shortconings of a case study centre on the generalisability

of the findings. One cannot draw a rule out of a case study. The

nature of the topical issues that are discussed in the meetings

at Sunshine High may not be universal to all PTSAs. The nature of

problems encountered at Sunshine High might be unique to their

school.

The boundaries of my case study could not be adhered to. In my

case study I permeated the boundaries in order to have a greater

insight of the PTSA under investigation. I went out of the PTSA

studied to other interested parties in school governance. These

are NECC, SACHED and the inspectorate. The permeability of my

case study boundaries allowed me to draw into ny case study

experiences that night facilitate generalisation.

The NECC, SACHED and the inspectorate are outside the PTSA

studies. They are in constant interaction with PTSAs with a

variety of interests. They all agree that PTSAs are problematic

and need support services to sustain then. The interviewed

members of the PTSA also agree that the PTSA is a problematic

structure and therefore, has problems in its functioning. These

are indicators that one can generalise from the particular unit

studied. Stake (1980) says that generalisation may not be all o|rc

,r 
"that important but particularisation does deserve praise. What

becomes useful understanding is a fuII and thorough knowledge of

the particulars_. That knowledge is a form of generalisation too.

It is arrived at by recognising the similarities in what the PTSA

members themselves say and other interested parties outside the

tl'
bvv, ,.t

1 ? lr

L"'
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PTSA say about the capacity of the PTSA. It would be an intuitive

and empirical generalisation. A case study allowed an in-depth

study of one PTSA in order to understand the dynamics in its
.?

functioning.

The fieldwork was conducted between April and June L994. The case

study was done at a school I call Sunshine High School at

Crossroads Township in Cape Town. The catchment area of this

school is characterised by low socio-economic status,

unemployment, a high crime rate and informal housing. The

population of this area is fron farms, rural areas and urban

areas. There are party political dynamics in this area. The

dominant political parties are the ANC and PAC. The party

politlcal dynamics seem to have no influence in the PTSA at

Sunshine High School. The majority if not aII menbers of the PTSA

at this school are ANC members.

.1..

t'

',.r)

,vi
+'"' J t"

)

!,,
,,/t

I negotiated access to this school through a written request to

the PTSA to observe their meetings. With regard to research

ethics Snith (1980) highlights the importance of informed

consent, anonymity of participants and confidentiality of

records.

At ny first neeting with the PTSA of Sunshine High School, I
explained the purpose of my study. I mentioned that the research

is to be assessed by the University of the Western Cape for

examination purposes on1y. I expressed the hope that the final
report may be of benefit to improve the capacity of the PTSA to

/,'l

I
I
1

J
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1l 0r' i'
/

participate effectively in decision-making. This infornation

served to inform the subjects about the study and helped them to

make informed consent. For ethical purposes, anonymity and

privacy to the individual interviewees, I used coding. I used
ta.

pseudonyrms for both persons and the school . L/.+'
,ti;t*F
;t"

/
Sunshine High School is a modern newly built high school, is weII

resourced in terns of facilities and equipment. There is a

Iibrary, a laboratory, typing centre for commerical subject, a

resource centre and home economics centre. A variety of subject

options for students such as Home Economics, Natural Science,

Commerce and Human Science are offered. There are 38 classroons

and 50 teachers. Facilities like a school library and laboratory

are not weII equipped. The school is also characterised by a high

enrolment of 1 804 students.

At Sunshine High School I observed the PTSA meetingsr os a non-

participant observer. It helped not to be part of the

participants because I was readily accepted in the neetings as an,.,&'
'4rrf,

observer. r 4/'
Indepth interviehra were conducted with a sample of two parents,

two teachers and two students. One parent (PI) is thirty-six

years old, a domestic worker. The other parent (PII) is fifty-six

years old and works as a commissioner. The first teacher (TI) is

thirty-six years old and teaches an African language. She is an

experienced teacher but has only taught for three years in this

particular school. The second teacher (TII) is a male teacher. He

is thirty-two years old and teaches Mathematics and Physical

13



Science. The teacher has two years of service in this particular
school but is also a weII experienced teacher. Both students are

twenty years old, menbers of the SRC and are doing standard ten.

The first student (SI) is the convenor of cultural activities for
the SRC. The second student (SII) is the SRC treasurer and has

two years experience in the PTSA. The selection of interviesrees

was done according to the principles of opportunity sampling. In

addition to the PTSA menbers, I interviewed the principal, an

inspector, the NECC regional organiser and a SACHED official. The

interviews aim to capture an overview of perceptions of key

stakeholders on participatory decision-uraking in school
h

governan ce. k- ,/'
-C ID

i'.st# tl
D'- /

I examined _aogUDenf.g such as the constitutiori of the PTSA and

minutes book of PTSA meetings. From the constitution, information
on the structure, term of office, functions and constitution of

the executive of the PTSA was drawn. Fron the minute book I
explored how decisions were taken and whether there hras

donination of one sector over the others in decision-making. I

also isolated the issues on which decisions lrere taken. It helped

me to ascertain if there was a pattern in the way decisions were

taken.

The central question raised in this study is whether the PTSA has

the capacity to govern. Is not contestation for participation
without capacity a recipe for further problems? WilI the

decision-making process not end up causing dissatisfaction and

confrontation? I{iII there be dornination of one sector of the PTSA

L4



over others? Is the composition of the PTSA at Sunshine High

School going to pose a power relations problem? Are teachers

perceived as more powerful in educational issues than other

sectors of the PTSA? Is Sunshine High School's decision-making

process going to degenerate into a po\der struggle? These and

other questions are to be explored in the following chapters.

Chapter Two will explore the developnent of the PTSA in South

Africa in historical perspective. ft wiII spell out the

developnent stages and adjustments to political agendas of stages

of the liberation struggle.

Chapter Three will present the PTSA as a rrthree-legged pottt

structure. It goes on to explore whether these three trlegsrr - the

three sectors of parents, teachers and students at Sunshine High

Schoo1 are equal in supporting the ttpottt. Problems,

possibilities and issues around parents, teachers and students

will be isolated.

Chapter Four will examine the internal functioning of the PTSA

using the case study of Sunshine High School. The concept of

pohrer will be central to this chapter.

In conclusion I will make recommendations for capacity building

for the PTSA as an organ of school governance.
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CEAPTBR 2

TEE EISTORICAIJ DYIIA}IIC8 Otr TEE PERENT TEACEER STUDEITT

A88OCTASION IN 8OUTE AFRICA

Introductloa

At the heart of apartheid education has been a racially,

ethnically and regionally based system of governance. It resulted

in a varied systen of representation in the governance of

schools. 5M C

In predominantly white schools adninistered by the former House

of Assembly, parents had considerable powers to make decisions at

schools. Jle Schogl Malagement Councils appointed teachers,

decided on the curriculun and the raising of school funds. They

decided the medium of instruction in their schools. In state

schools adninistered by the House of Representatives and the

House of Delegates for Coloured and Indians, parents elected

school conmittees called the school management councils which had

Iittle say over substantive educational matters and functioned as

advisory bodies. In state schools under the Department of

Education and Trainlng for Africans, there waa provision for

school managenent councils conprising elected and noninated

parents. The school management councils were not represented and

had no say in policy formulation on educational natters. They had

to implenent and enforce policies that hrere decided by a

parliament where they had no say or input.

e)
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In the DET, school management councils, powers were limited to

signing employnent forms for teachers and signing school cheques

for purchases. The non-consultative, opaque and top-down style
bureaucracies had restricted wider participation in policy and

ensured political control by the top echelons of the bureaucracy.

With regard to the governance of Black schools and African

schools in particular, the education system has no history of

involving all stakeholders in education matters and decision-

naking. As Behr claimed, rrsome of the schools had local
comnittees of a purely advisory nature to assist the (white)

managerrr (Behr, L9842 L77) .

This system of governance, which totally excluded teachers, and

students' participation in decision-naking in the schools, has

been the focus of intense contestation in African and Coloured

schools. The chief demand of political contestation at every

level through the years of resistance to apartheid education has

been for a unitary and democratic system of governance that
facilitates the participation of aII legitiurate interest groups.

ProteEt against these governance structures took the form of

attenpts to institute alternative forms of institutional
governance mainly in schools under the Department of Education

and Training. This was expressed nainly through carapaigns in the

early 1980e for the establishment of and recognition of Student

Representative Councils at schools. The forroation of SRCs was a

result of contestation around the representation of students in
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school governance. In 1986 Parent-Teacher-Student Associations

were formed by the National Education Crisis Committee, to

contest the representation of aII stakeholders in decision-making

at schools. These alternative governance structures vrere formed

alongside existing formal governance structures like school

management councils and prefects.

The demand for participation in school governance is not unique

to South Africa. In the 1980s, in the British context, a similar
trend may be observed.

Indeed McGinn (1990) argues that participation in school

governance is the function of government officials and non

educators outside the government, eg. parent organisations,

religious bodies and owners of capital. These are the formations

which should share their participation in decision-uraking in

instltutional governance. camage (1993) agrees with McGinn (1990)

that democratic representation in school lrovernance is a

desirable systen when he suggests that:
Some formal structure known as a rcouncilrr or rrboardr
consisting of the principal and the representatives of
the teachers, parents, cornmunity and in some cases
students is created so that school level participation
can be directly involved in school-wide decision-
naking. (Gamage, 1993 : 134) .

It is argued that the devolution of power which is of prirne

importance in participatory decision-uraking should be coupled

with the creation of new structures for the participation of aII
stakeholders to foster autonomy, flexibility, productivity and

accountability.
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The importance of the involvement of organisations in civil

society and the broader community is further highlighted by Fitz-

Harris in his analysis of school effectiveness, using Dr Comer's

model school:

Dr comer had identified a number of correlations which
characterise effective schools. These are where parents
and families play a key and active role regardless of
their econonic Etatus, ethnic background, or levels of
education, where all Etakeholders within the school
setting (parents, staff, community, students and school
leaders) participate in a form of a shared school
gJovernancei and where the school community holds high
expectations for all, while using a preventive approach
to solving and forestalling problems. (25)

This long statement by Fitz-Harris shows a system of school

governance which involves all stakeholders. More importantly are

the benefits that are galned fron this democratic governance

system. However, in South Africa, the nultiplicity of the

departnents of education made the participation of aIl

stakeholders in educational governance different, and segregated

on racial, ethnical and regional basis. There $ras no uniformity

in participatory decision-naking with regard to the governance of

echools. Parental intervention in the education criEis in 1985

was a direct response to filling the vacuum that existed in

school governance. It was also to redirect student activities and

to prevent anarchy and the destruction of educational

institutions. The intervention of parents resulted in the origin

of the PTSA as a governance structure at school.

The eetablishment of PTSAs as governance structures was the

transformation of a civil society organisation into a formal

governing body. Given the background of their development, this
night be met with some difficulties in their success to
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democratise school governance.

The next sections wiII explore the contested terrain around

school governance by the organised formations of civil society.

It places the development of the alternative governance structure

called the PTSA in tine perspective, and explores the potential

problems that this civil society structure, transformed int,o a

formal governing body at school night experience.

Tbc contegted terrain in gohool qovernanae

The contested terraLn in school governance is the democratic

representation of aII stakeholders in decision-making at school,

that is parents, teachers and students. The contesting parties

are the school management councils and prefects on one hand and

pTSAs and SRCs on the other, representing the apartheid state and

organs of civil society respectively.

fhe contestation became more acute in the early 1980s, when the

Congress of South African Students (COSAS) nobilized students

around issues such as the denand for democratically elected SRCs,

dissatisfaction over poor uratric results and unpopular age

restriction (Christie, 1985) .

The SRCs were formed alongside the system of prefects. The

prefect system was a discredited student representative structure

in school governance. Prefects were nominated student

representatives. They were nominated by teachers for a student
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Ieadership role. Teachers used criteria such as cleanliness,

punctuality, intelligence, submissiveness, good character, good

conduct, good behaviour and good attendance for nominating

prefects. This structure did not represent the views of alI
students at school. Students had no voice in the running of the

school. They had no nay of registering their protest against

rules, regulations and policies of apartheid education. Prefects

lrere not a student voice in the day to day running of the school.

The prefects enforced the school policies. They never questioned

these policies even if they disadvantaged students. The prefect

systen became increasingly unpopular among students. Prefects

carrLed out functlons whlch were regarded by students as I'dirtyrr

and collaborating with authority. For example, prefects rnonitored

Iate coning, absenteeism, wearing of school uniform and noise

naking. They supervised manual labour which was used as one of

the forms of punishnent, enforced the uEe of English in school

premises and reported rrtrouble makersr!. These functions were not

acceptable to students because prefects acted as rrpolicemenrr at

school.

The monitoring functions of the prefects were seen by many

students as part of the hidden curriculum to produce submissive

servantE who do not question policies that oppreased then. It was

argrued that some prefects passed secret information to the

principal about other students. Prefects were informers and

collaboratorsr is far as many students hrere concerned. It hlas

against this background that the demand for an alternative
student representative structure (SRC) was high up on the list of
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student's demands.

SinilarIy, the Parent-Teacher-Student Associations were to

contest the governance of schools with the school management

councils. The statutory parents councils in African schools were

not very different from the prefect systen. The school management

councils in state schools for Africans rrere rejected by organised

formations of the civil society as the governing bodies at

schools. It lras argued that School management councils were not

democratically elected to govern schools. They vrere formed by the

various apartheid education departments as organs of

manipulation. OnIy parents were appointed as school governors to

the total exclusion of teachers and students.

This structure, Iike prefects, was not seen to represent the

aspirations of the connunity at school. They hlere not involved in

any policy formulation at Echool. They were used primarily to V
rubber-stanp and enforce the policies of the apartheid

government. This lras seen as collaboration by organs of civil

society with the apartheid government.

A demand for the disnantling of this structure became more acute

in the 198Os. covernment agents infiltrated some SIICs and used

then to channel secret inforuration to the intelligence service

about trproblematic peoplert in the community in unrest areas. Some

people who were regarded as trtrouble nakersrr hrere detained,

killed, harassed and some disappeared based on information from

school management councils (Interview Siswana, L9941.
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The statutory parent's councils thus became increasingly

unpopular. The democratic movement organisations which had an

interest in the education of African communities in South Africa,
such as the National Education Co-ordinating Comrnittee, demanded

the establishrnent of people's authority structures alongside the

existing authorities. These $rere in the form of SRCs and PTSAs.

The apartheid government was concerned about governance

contestation at schools. It wanted to suppress the demands for

democratic representation and participation of all stakeholders

in decision-making at schools. The government was determined to

crush any opposition in this regard because it regarded the

dismantling of SMCs as a rrray of taking over porrer in school

governance. The government's reaction to this power struggle in

Echool governance was strong repression. In an attempt to

counteract the dissatisfactions which rrere demonstrated by

demands for democratic representation at all levels of school

governance, the government formed a coalition of school

management councils to strengthen their position. They were to

resist the denand for their disnantling.

Contestation of power in school governance was underpinned by the

philosophy of rrpeople's education for people's powerrr. The power

struggle and contestation over representation in decision-making

at schools should not be seen in isolation, it is part of the

broader liberation struggle in which it is enbedded.

People's Education surfaced against a background of substantial
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challenge to existing state structures and institutions and the

creation of alternatives such as street conmittees, people's

courts, defence committees and other organs of people's power

during the mass struggles of L985186 (Levin, 1991).

In the words of Obery (1987), People's Education became an

attempt to shift the balance of educational power, beginning by

establishing a people's authority alongside the existing state

authority in order to lay the foundation for the developnent of

future educational structures like PTSAs. People's Education and

People's Power evolved in a broader process of struggle which

viewed the formal state-controlled Echools as the site of

struggle, and a fundanentally powerful social institution through

which society as a whole could be transformed (Levin, 1991).

Molobi (1991) agrees with Levin when he argues that rrthe concept

of people's power lies at the heart of the people's struggle for

control over the forces, structures and institutions that govern

their liveert (ltlolobi, L99Lz2?9). so the philosophy of People's

Education aimed at the transfer of power within education. The

PTSAs were to be set up as part of People's Education. The

parents, teachers and students were meant to participate in

People's Education in all its forms.

With the emergence of the Peop1e's Education strategy, the focus

of the education struggle increasingly shifted to the question of

ultimate control of the educational system. Thus Prinsloo (1987)

contended that the political problen in education is not how to

evade the power of the state, nor even how to best use what is
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available in the state systems, nor how to resist state power in

education, it is ultimately how to take control of the education

system. What is clear, however, is that the development of

Peop1e's Education became a key element of a rrdual powerrr

strategy for the winning of state power. PTSAs becane a threat on

the political terrain because they began to challenge the

authority of the state at African schools.

The cucrgence of Parent-Teacher-StuCeut-Asgociationa in tine
porlplctivc.

The birth of the Parent-Teacher-Student-Association was

influenced by among other factors the call for People's Education

for People's Power which is already discussed in the foregoing

section. The other factor was the student political activities

which caused concern for parents and the ultimate result r,ras the

formation of the PTSA. ThlE section wiII map out the historical

development of PTSAs aa influenced by student political

activities. It will put this developnent in tine perspective.

The L984185 student activities marked another watershed in the

governance of schools. By this stage, student activity had become

a general polittcal struggle. Students wanted changes not only in

schools, they also wanted broader social change. Students grew

more and nore nilitant. They organised rallies and pickets. They

barricaded streets and waged street battles with the police and

the army. They burnt property and attacked people they saw as

collaborators. They took part in necklace killings and were part
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of rrpeoples court'srr. They helped build yard and street

committees. Their slogan became rrliberation now, education laterrl

and the year of no school (1985). Students were threatening not

to return to school the following year (1996) if their demands

were not met by the government and also in commemoration of the

tenth anniversary of the student revolt in L976. COSAS was banned

in Augrust 1985 and the struggle intensified.

parents.pnd gtlrer political organisations became concerned about
'''.7/ | i-/2f

the d6terioration.of education. There was a need for a meaningful

intervention of parents and political organisations in the

education crisis. Parents were opposed to acts of arson, necklace

killings, people's courts and the slogan of trliberation now,

education laterrr and rrthe year of no schoolingrr. Parents wanted

to give direction to student's activities. Parents wanted to

channel the activities of students to redirect the misdirected

anger and organise and focus their struggle.

In response to these fears by parents, the Soweto Civic

Association called a neeting of parents to discuss the crisis in

schools in October 1985. At this neeting, the Soweto Parents

Crisis Committee (SPCC) was formed. The SPCC was mandated to

negotiate with the Department of Education and Training (DET)

about, among other things, the postponenent of the end of year

examinations. The SPCC wanted to inprove communication between

parents, students and teachers and to build up a leadership

structure for students. AE a result, a National Consultative

Conference (NCC) was organised at Wits University in December
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1985. The thene of that conference was rrpeople's education for
people's powerrr. This theme was meant to oppose the slogan of
rrLiberation now and education Iaterrr. After consultation with the

African National Congress (ANc) in Harare, it was agreed that

learning should not be postponed. Schools were seen as important

places where students could be organised to advance their
struggle for a democratic governance at schools. Students should

try to change the governance of schools from within by demanding

the participation of SRCs in decision-making at school level.

They should build organs of people's power to contest school

governance. They should demand representation and democratisation

of decision-naking, thereby achieving the principle of including

the stakeholders in decision-naking. They could organise and

speak in one voice to demand the release of students in detention

and the unbanning of COSAS.

Education rras to be seen as a means of empowernent. It hlas a tool

to be used to articulate national demands like the scrapping of

apartheid and release of political Ieaders and unbanning of ANC,

PAC, AZAPO and others. Parents intervened in the education crisis

with the aim of taking part in decision-making at school which

was the domain of the state.

The SPCC was to report back on its progress at a second

conference in March 1985 in Durban. In that conference, the

National Education CriEis Cornnittee (NEcc) was formed. As one of

its many tasks, the NECC was nandated to initiate a structure

that involved parents, teachers and students at school through
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democratic organs of school governance. These were called

'rrudimentary organs of school control." They were to challenge

the state's authority in control, adninistration and management

of schools and education. This structure vras called the Parent-

Teacher-Student Association (PTSA), aiming to democratise school

governance. They were to demand representation and participation

of alI stakeholders in educational matters. Therefore, the origin
of PTSAs must be seen in the context of resistance against

apartheid laws that govern our education and the philosophy of

People's Education underpinned the process. The question at this

point of the development of PTSAs is whether they have the

capacity to govern schools because their role shifted with the

shifts in political agenda.

rbe thlftlpg role of tbo PT8A

Since their inception in 1986, in a period of heightened

political conflict, PTSAs have apparently not intervened

effectively in decision-naking to denocratise school governance.

Have they been able to move beyond opposing and contesting

existing governance structures at school? Democratisation of

school lrovernance remained an ideal. The result was that PTSAs

tended to become pressure groups at schools. They challenged the

Tray decisions tere made at school and how the schools were

adminietered. They worked in close collaboration with political

organisationE without a specific focus on education crisis. They

functioned as crisis managers at schools. They were called to

schools only to resolve a crisis. Their agenda became involved in
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the broader political struggle rather than focusing on school

governance. Because of the lack of service and the lack of focus

of purpose, the outcome was the shifting in their role with the

shifts in broader political agenda.

The first period identified is one in which the role of PTSAs was

concelved of in directly polit,ical terurs. With the Durban

conference (March 1986) where NECC was formally launched and

mandated to forn PTSAS, the role of the PTSAs became more focused

to challenge governnent governing structures at school. They

engaged in direct confrontation with the DET by negotiating on

student grievances while contesting for control and participation

in decision-naking in schools.

In this period PTSAs engagement in the pohrer struggle with the

SMCs rras directly inforned by the philosophy of 'people's
education for people's power'. PTSAs were viewed as a threat to
the state as attenpting to sieze porrer from the state. PTSAs were

net with a strong repression from the governnent. PTSAs

challenged the Department of Education and Training's authority
within the schools. They thus played a directly political role.

A second period nay be discerned fron 1988, following a period of

intense state repression. With the banning of NECC in February

1988, the functioning of the PTSA was affected. There was little

activity on the part of PTSAs because of the disorganising effect

of repression. Members of PTSAs were detained, harassed by the

state, killed and some went rnissing.
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The third period sahr a resurgence of PTSA activity. During the

defiance campaign of 1989 a number of organisations, including

NECC, decided to unban themselves. This marked another shift in
the role of the PTSAs. They shifted from their political role in
challenging the authority of the DET at schools and focused on

taking over governance of schools. There sras an increase in the

number of PTSAs established. After the period of political luII
and the banning of SRCs there was a low morale as a result of

repression.

The NECC held a conference in Cape Torrn in December 1989 after
the defiance campaign and unbanned themselves. The theme of the

conference was rrConsolidate and advance to peoplers educationtt.

This was a reviving conference. There was a building and

consolidation of PTSAs. The NECC continued with the building and

consolidation of structures of peoplers power (PTSAs) as informed

by the theme of the conference. At this conference, the National

Education Crisls Conmittee was changed to National Education Co-

ordinating Connittee.

The fourth perlod begins from February 1990. The second day of
February 1990 marked a great change in the politics of this
country. The then State President, F.W de Klerk, made major

announcements ln parlianent, unbanning aII political
organisations and releasing political prisoners. This major shift
in politics affected the functioning of the PTSAs. PTSAs norr

operated in a context which shifted from the politics of
resistance, contestation and protest to the politics of
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transformation, reconciliation and reconstruction.

Up to this stage, there is litt1e evidence to suggest that PTSAs

became effective democratic governance structures. fndeed TlnraIa

(L992) argues that PTSAs actually became crisis rnanagement

committees who only went as far as opposing the SMCs of the

government without necessarily being better at governing schools

themselves. However, the existence of this structure gave rise to
debate in a number of political circles. Position papers emerged

that suggested varied ways of participatory decision-making in a

future system of school governance. The three education policy

discussion documents that emerged after February 1990, are the

National Education Policy Investigation (NEPIl, Education Renewal

Strateqy (ERS) and A Policy Framework tor Education and Training

by ANC. These three documents wiII be conpared and contrasted on

their proposed governance policies. They lay a foundation for

future school governance.

Among the principles of governance put forward by the ERS is that

of the involvement of the cornmunity by the systematic

establishment of management councils at schools as opposed to

PTSAs. The composition of the management councils as proposed by

the ERS excludes teachers and gives students observer status in

meetings. The ERS further proposes that elected learners on

management councils of secondary schools could be given observer

status when certain matters came up for discussion, in cases

where conmunities believe that there is a need for this. ERs seem

to be maintaining the old order of school nanagement councils.
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The ERs emphasized the financial autonony of this governance

structure over policy matters at school. The ERS seem to be

entrenching the interest of the privileged groups. Financial

autonomy would favour the rich sector of our community who can

afford to pay for the education of their children t e.g in Model

C Echoo1s. The proposals underplay the democratic representation

of all stakeholders in decision-making.

I{hile the ERS fails to propose denocratic school governance where

all stakeholders participate in decision-naking, the African

National Congress (N{c), in its L994 Po7Lcy Framework tor
Education and Ttaining diEcussion document, encourages the

maximum democratic participation of aII stakeholders, including

the broader conmunity. The ANC believes thiE democratic

participation of all stakeholders wiII enhance equity,

effectiveness, efficiency, accountability and the sharing of

responsibility. It believes in devolving deciEion-making and

executive responsibilities to inEtitutional governance bodies in

order to secure their fuII participation in the transfornation

and efficient management of the systen.

NEPI on the other hand in L992 proposed that at the level of

individual institutions, the key governance bodies are the PTSA.

NEPI breaks school lJovernance into managenent mode and

representative mode. The representative mode is the donain of the

PTSA and would be responsible for the setting of local school

policy. The management mode would be the donain of the principal,

senior staff and adurinistrative personnel responsible for

I

/
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administrative functions and the irnplenenting of the policies.

The management body would be accountable to the PTSA.

The ANC discussion document and NEPf are agreed that the

governance structures of aII schools should include parents,

teachers and students at secondary school level. They should be

elected representatives of the constituent groupings. These,

together with representatives of the wider comurunity will form

school boards. The AI.IC document further agrees with NEPI that i.i

denocratic participation in Echool governance in the form of
PTSAE must be dlstlnguished from the responsibilities of the

management and administration of the school which are vested in
school principals.

The period prior to the L994 White Patrnr on Education and

Training was marked with confusion at Echools. Different schools

had varied formE of governance structures. Some schoolE retained
the old school management councils while others implemented PTSAs

anidst confusion and nixed feelings caused by the non-statutory

nature of the PTSAs. Sone people hrere questioning the role of

students while others waited for a directive in writing from the

government. This was caused nainly by the lack of knowledge in
many cornmunitieE and lack of information on the constitution of
the PTSAs and their conposition, powers and functions. The

establishment of PTSAs was sporadic and often confused and some

did not even take off. Many questions remained unanswered until
the release of l{hite Paper in L994.
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The fifth period in the shifting role of the PTSA is the post

L994 period. The White Paper enshrines the significance of the

PTSA as the form of school governance for the establishment of
statutory PTSAs at schools. In primary schools according to the

White Paper (1994), the governing body comprises parents,

teachers and representatives of the broader conmunity. In

secondary schools, students would be involved in addition to
parents and teachers. It is claimed that this will enhance the

ownership of the school by the connunities they serve. Though

there has been no detailed constitution of the PTSAs from the

government, at least the lega1 status has been clarified.

Now that the PTSAs are established as statutory governance

structure at school, the question that remains to be answered is
whether they have the capacity to govern and indeed, becomes more

significant.

Potcntiel problcug ln thc tunctlonlug ol PTSAg

The potential problens in the functioning of PTSAs forms an

important starting point for my research. The in-depth study of

one PTSA will be carried out to highlight some of the problems

that face the functioning of PTSAs.

Potential problens of the functioning of PTSAs lies in their
historical origin itself. They represent an idea born out of a

political struggle. They exist nainly in African schools. PTSAs

are political in origin. Moreover, the fact that they were
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established by the NECC with the mandate of the ANC, night be

contested by other political parties.

ft is crucial to examine the capacity of the PTSA to participate

effectively in decision-making in order to democratise school

governance. To transform a civil society liberation structure

into a governing body needs empowerment of those who take over

the new responsibility of governing. WiIl PTSAs succeed in their

nehr task of fornulating school policies? Are they going to

contest the principals' powers to run the school? Is there going

to develop a different type of power contestation among the PTSA

sectors themselves? fs there going to develop a mistrust and

domination of each other in the different sectors of PTSA?

The conposition of the PTSA itself is potentially problematic.

Parents, teachers and students have different functions,

interests and cone on different terms to school. Teachers are

trained and paid grovernment employees and students come to learn

and parents pay for the learning requirements at school. To bring

the three sectors together to take rational decisions on the

government of the school is potentiatly volatile. The question

is, how stable are the PTSAs as a governing structure at schools?

There is a structural problem that lies with the functional

differentiation between the representative structure of the PTSA

and the management team at school. Duties and interests over

with the potential for conflict. This raises a guestion about

whether the PTSA can bring about democratic participation in
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decision-naking in school governance.

The legal implications of the functioning of the PTSAs were

contestable in a court of law before the 1994 White Paper. First,
because they had not been constituted as a statutory body.

Whatever decision or action they took could be nullified by Iaw.

They have functioned and continue to function illegally where

they existed. For example, the contracts they sign for employment

of teachers were not legally binding to teachers.

Domination of one sector over others is a possibility given the

uneven distribution of porrer among the three constituent

groupings. Power is central to any decision-ruaking process.

I{hichever sector has more power nay exercise them to the

detrinent of other groups in the PTSA. Generational domination is
also a possibility. There might be a protection of sectoral

interests in decision-naking which may overshadow the interest of

the school.

Effectiveness, efficiency, responsibility and accountability are

some of the expectations of the PTSA. But to achieve them needs

capacity to deal with educational matters, knowledge, skills and

expertise. Policy-rnaking at school is a process that calls for

naturity, experience, and theoretical understanding on which

pollcies should be grounded. Can PTSAs meet these requirements?

PTSAs are used at schools as a conflict-resolution mechanism.

They are called only when there are problems to be solved. The
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PTSA is not a paid structure. There are no incentives to serve on

the PTSA.

The PTSAs are not as yet clear about what is expected of them at

schools. This may result into a povrer struggle at school even

among the sectors of the PTSA itself.

Given these potential problems, in the functioning of the PTSA,

can they provide the best form of governance at schools? The next

chapter will explore the ability of PTSAs to become denocratic

decision-making structures in South African schools, through the

case study of Sunshine High School in Cape Town.
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pot. The three legged-pot netaphor illuminates and highlights the

dimensions of the PTSA. The PTSA is three-Iegged in that it is
composed of three interest groups. These interest groups are

supposed to function equally in order to denocratise school

governance. Do the three PTSA components have the same length and

strength, Iike the legs of a pot? Do they have the capacity to
govern at schools? The three legged pot netaphor will be used to

explore the notion of balance of pohrer which is central to

decision-making processes.

If one leg is shorter or longer than others, there is no balance.

The risk would be the donination of one sector over the other or

one sector being weaker than others. The decision-making process

becomes skewed. If this is the case, the decision-rnaking process

would caII for other hrays of reaching consensus. Maturity of the

members of the PTSA, their global understanding of the education

process, their genuine interest to bring about change would be

anong other strengths to draw from. The metaphor of a three-

legged pot explains that a balance has to be struck even though

the conponents of the PTSA are not balanced in terms of power to

influence decision-naking. The failure to strike this balance

will jeopardise democratic participation in decision-naking.

The composition of the PTSA may pose problens in that parents nay

fail to keep abreast with events in the sphere of education. Yet

in governing bodies, they wiII be expected to make educational

statements and make informed decisions and choices. The PTSAs are

expected to integrate schools with the communities. This should
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be done by collective decision-making. The standard of education

of parents and the insight they have on issues that are discussed

will determine their success in the decision-making process.

Teachers on the other hand who are professional and trained in
education, might have an advantage over parents who are according

to KeIIy (1991) always part time, often lay and occasionally out

of sympathy with the organisational rnilieu and culture they find
themselves in.

The student component of the PTSA raises a great debate.

Questions are raised as to whether students should or should not

be part of decision-rnaking at schools. There could be legal

problens with minor students holding public office and taking

binding decisions on behalf of others. The Education Renewal

Strategy (ERS) argues that students should be observers in
meetings. The NEPI (L992) on the other side and the Policy

Framework tor Education and Training of the ANC advocate the fuII
participation of Etudents in the governance of schools and

participation at all levels of decision-naking. The L994 White

Pagnr on Education and Training (while acknowledging students'

role in Echool governance) also recognises that students should

not participate in some categories of school business.

The problems and possibilities raised in this discussion about

the three sectors of the PTSA indicate that the itthree-Iegged pot

structurerr night experience problens to function and participate
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effectively in decision-naking in order to democratise school

governance. The nature of PTSAs given their history, structure

and composition has a potential for internal conflict.

The case study of Sunshine High School explores the role of each

constituent group of the PTSA. Sunshine High School is a typical

school, with a PTSA which has been functioning since the

establishnent of the first PTSAs in L987. Collective decision-

rnaking has been in place in this school ever since. It aims to

open up issues concerning their appointmente, their functioning

and their attitudes towards one another. That is, it aims to

explore how the rrthree-legged pottt of the PTSA structure

functions in one school.

Tba Prropt Oovcrtror

Parental involvement in school governance has been limited during

the apartheid era. Parents were appointed to the lrovernance

structure at school to the total exclusion of teachers and

students. They were appointed by governnent officials and the

principal. This caused discontent ae it was seen as undemocratic

and not repreEentative of aII stakeholders.

Parents failed to voice the aspirations nor represent the ideas

and ideals of the broader society they represented in school

governance. They are not, known for contesting any policy issues

with the government but to enforce and monitor the implementation
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of policies which they were never a part of formulating. Their

duties did not go beyond rubber stamping unpopular apartheid

policies at schools.

The establishment of the PTSAs in 1986 saw the seeds of

democratic representation of all stakeholders in school

governance. Do these PTSAs have the capacity to participate

effectively in the democratisation of school governance? What are

the implications of their legal functions as a non-statutory

body?

This section will explore parental involvement in decision-making

at Sunshine High School. The main issues considered are how the

parent grovernora are appointed, whether there are problems in

their functioning and the possibilities of their functions. How

do parent governors relate to other sectors of the PTSA?

Interviews, observations, Iiterature and documentary analysis

will support the argument.

The Appoiutuent of Parent Governors at Sunghine Elgh School

The parent governors at Sunshine High School are apPointed at a

general parents' meeting at the beginning of the year- only

parents with students registered at this school are eligible for

electlon. The elections and voting for the parent governors is

done by show of hands.
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Parent II interviewed complained about the manner in which

elections are conducted. He conplained first that parents do not

know each other's strengths and weaknesses, so they do not know

who could be suitable to serve in a particular position. The

result is that rtthey elect parents who just come and sit and keep

quiet in meetingstt. Those parents do not bring any parental voice

to school governance. rrWe need to know each other before uraking

electionsrt he added. This is iurportant but difficult, because

Sunshine High School draws students largely fron squatter areas

and there are few social activities to bring parents together to

know one another.

The show of hands as a method of voting parents into office is

probleuratic. The voter could be influenced by the presence of the

candidate. The voters night please a friend whom they night

otherwise not like to vote for. There is also a possibility of

intinidation. There might also be a clapping of hands to invite

voteE for particular candidate. A secret ballot method could

mininise the election problens caused by show of hands.

The duration of the term of office is one year. Parent I
interviewed complained about the duration of tern of office. He

felt it was not enough for the inplementation of aIl the policies

adopted in a year. Answering a question on the duration of their
terrn of office he complained, rrno it is not enough, I think we

leave a lot of things hanging and unresolvedrr. The issues left
hanging become a burden for the next PTSA to follow up and can

have an effect on the effectiveness of the PTSA. Formulation of
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school policies require a longer period than a year.

Seven parents are elected to represent other parents in the

governance structure. The requirement that a parent must have a

child in that school is potentially controversial. A parent

should rise above being a parent of a particular child. Should it
not be parents with a genuine interest in education who should be

elected? Should it not be the conmunity members instead of
parents? Tipton (1989) argues that the parent governor's

qualifications for the job, having a child at the school, is
paradoxically in part a weakness.

In the British context, Pugh (1991) claims that parents elected

to the governing bodies tend to be middle class, middle aged,

niddle brow and articulate. This is not true of Sunshine High

School parents serving on the PTSA. Working class parents,

unenployed and single parents are elected to the PTSA. The

inplications are that the PTSA reflects the true community of

this school. There are no predetermined reguirements for serving

on the PTSA, except that a parent must have a child at school.

Gender is not a significant factor influencing the elections of

parents to the PTSA of Sunshine High School. Of the five parents

two are males and three females.

Problcug and poeeibilities in functl,oninq of parenta in the P[81

From my observations, a number of PTSA meetings

postponed or cancelled because of non-attendance

were either
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Documentary evidence shows that the parent component of the PTSA

caused the failure of many meetings. ff I may refer just to a few

instances. According to minutes of the PTSA neeting dated 30 May

1990, rrthe parents who did not attend meetings vrere visitedrr. The

aim of the visit to these parents was to revive them in their

duties. To demonstrate that the parent component was rrdiminishing

by daytt, parents were asked to [add other members of PTSATT

according to minutes dated 07 June 1990.

Parent II interviewed gave his reasons for not attending

meetings: He is far fron the school. He has no transport. He is

the onty one in his area who is a member of the PTSA. He also

blamed the timing of meetings. Meetings are held during evenings.

Sometimes meetings are on Sundays when he goes to church. These

concerns are typical and explain the poo.r attendance.

At Sunshine High School, parent governors claim that they are not

acguainted with the contents of the constitution and therefore,

are not sure of their duties. When asked about the issues that

they discuss in neetings, Parent I answered trdisciplinary

matters, like a teacher who sold reports, students who got drunk

and stabbed each other, and students who do not want a certain

teacher at school and the problen of burglary and stealing of

school property[. This is confirmed by Parent II who does not

even want to attend the PTSA neetings. Despite the problems he

nentioned earlier, he also conplains that the meetings are

crisis-solving meetings and far from policy-making at school.

Thus, for parent governors, their duties are not clearly defined
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to then. At Sunshine High School, the duties are largely problen-

solving and crisis nanagement. This type of decision-making tends

to scare parents away from meetings.

Responding to a question on who convenes the neetings, Parent I

answered rrthe principal, you know, he is always at school and all

the problems happen to him, so when he feels that a certain issue

needs a PTSA meeting, h€ calls ustr. The statement confirms that

the PTSA at Sunshine High School meets only when there is a

problen or crisis to be solved. The PTSA does not have its own

progranmei it tend to respond to what has happened.

Moreover, as a result of the strong student voice at schools rrthe

parent representatives diminish by daytt. Parent fI complained

that students dominate meetings and are rude and forceful to make

their voice heard. Because of the undisciplined students, Parent

II fears to attend meetings. He claims that students bully

teachers, is well as they rrcan burn your houserr if the parent is

strong on maintenance of discipline at school.

on the question of the legal implications of PTSA functions, a

DET inspector interviewed reiterated that rrthe PTSA are de

factort, trthe DET counter-sign to legalise what was signed by the

PTSAtt. He argues that PTSAs contravene the Education Labour

Relations Act when they expel teachers and they loose those cases

in court. Parents' ignorance of the legal inplications of their

duties rras confirned by Parent rI when he said [if we suspend a
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teacher (the one who sold reports) say for six months, the

teacher gets his salary, so in that way lre shall be failuresfr. It
nay be appropriate for the PTSA to suspend a teacher, but the

teacher continues to get paid, because PTSAs have been non-

statutory structures. This makes them an illegal structure with

no right to suspend or expel any teacher or student at school.

The inspector's view on PTSAE in general and the parent component

in particular is that they are problernatic. The inspector

explained that ever since the establishnent of PTSAs |tproblems at

schools have intensifiedrr, and that PTSAs are not naking any

headway to resolve then.

From the interviews and observations at Sunshine High School, it
is evident that the parent component of the PTSA is ignorant of

what is expected of then. They seem not to differentiate between

their role and that of the principal and his/her management team.

Their basic role is to participate in policy debates at school.

They represent parents in policy-naking at school. The principal
and the management team are responsible for the implenentation of

those policies.

Because of a variety of reasons given by parent governors for

their failure to participate effectively to take democratic

decisions at school, it becomes imperative that the

decentrallsation of school gtovernance as argued by HoIt and

Murphy (1993) does not autonatically mean trrealr decision-making

will be extended to a broader cross-section of a school,s
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community. That is, decision-naking will be donrinated by the more

confident sector of the PTSA. The parent sector aL Sunshine High

School does not have power and confidence and it fears because of

an experienced failure in their duties to expel or suspend a

teacher. Though the White Paper enhances their participation, it

does not provide for imrnediate capacity building.

The neeC tor capacl.ty bulldlng

The parent governor seems to be left wanting. Beatie (1978)

argues in the United Kingdon context that many schemes of

participation place parents not only in the position of being a

ninority at the points at which real decisions are made, but also

subject them to various psychological disadvantages often arising

from guite mundane matters such as the tining and style of

neetings. This is evident in the experience of the parents at

Sunshine High School. Uany are not used to the fornal langruage

used in conmittee neetings.

On educational matters such as resource allocation, the

curriculum, public examination and so on Woods (1988) feels that *
the influence of parents as a group remains linited, because this
is perceived as the domain of the professionals. Parents at

Sunshine High School never mentioned any involvement in
discussion on policy mattersi they discussed problems and crises.

Student enpowerment and strong student voice at Sunshine High

School needs to be balanced by strong parent participation.

Parents do not have the capacity to debate policy issues at
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schools. That is one reason why parent participation is weak.

These problens suggest that parental empowerment is necessary to

build confidence, capacity and informed knowledge in order to

participate in governance issues at schools. There is no training
provided to buitd capacity which nay inprove the participation of

the parent component of the PTSA.

Lastly, the election of parent representatives is problematic in

that the system of voting is open to abuse. A secret ballot

systen may be better than a show of hands. This first leg of the

three-Iegged pot therefore appears to be weak.

Ibc Tcacber Govcrnor at Sungblne El.gb School

Teachers too were not part of the school governance structure

during the apartheid era. Teachers were represented by the

principal in the School Management Council. The practice was

fiercely contested as undemocratic. The establishment of PTSAs by

the NECC in the mid 1980s (Badat, 1991) brought in the voice of

the teacher to declsion-naking at school.

Teachers, who are often professional, are trained in their school

tasks and experienced in handling educational matters on a daily

basis. They often acquaint themselves with government. acts,

circulars and notices. They are seasoned educators who have an

interest in education. Teachers should be an asset in shaping

debates in the PTSA. Their inclusion in school governance would
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have the advantage of devolution of Power, collaboration in

policy inplementation and diversity in bringing in a wide variety

of ideas to formulating school policy. Furthernore, they are the

people to carry out and be accountable for the interpretation of

school policies in practice. The partnership they form with

parents could improve school effectiveness.

There is an international trend towards greater participation and

involvenent of teachers in decision-naking at schools, for
example, the United Kingdon. As parents, teachers and the general

public become more involved in school affairs, according to Holt

and lrturphy (1993) a shift in power and authority is obviously

going to occur. No longer can a principal be rrLord of an

educational fiefdourtt (HoIt and Murphyp, 19932L77). A democratic

coalition of interest groups would be responsible for
administration and management of schools.

In the words of SaIIis (L977), the teaching staff generally

should be able to present ideas to the governing body and vice

versar 6s weII as expressing views through teacher governors.

This would make trschools more accountable to the communityrl

(Brooks, L991:31). Teacher participatlon in decision-making at

Echool is quite a new phenornenon. The experience in England could

benefit our system of education and school governance in

particular.

On the other hand, since the 1980s teachers in South Africa did

not wait for the legislation of their participation in school
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governance. Teachers have also felt the impact of powerful extra-

organisational forces in the political struggle and sought a more

central seat at the educational decision-making table. Teachers

opposed the authoritarian and paternalistic administration, whose

bureaucratic exercise excluded teachers from decision-naking in

school governance. The cumulative effect of personal, intra and

extra-organisational factors have according to Boyan (1967)

stinulated large numbers of teachers to seek, through extra-

school organisationsr dtr expanded role in the government and

governance of schools. It is the search for this expanded role

which has brought teachers into direct confrontation with the

existing authority structure of schools, the bureaucratic

authority. Teacher organisations in South Africa like SADTU have

demanded teacher participation in decision-uraking. The new role

of the teacher in the PTSA has been contested for by teacher

unionE.

As members of teacher organisations, the behaviour of teachers

have shifted from relative docility to aggressive urilitancy,

demanding representation and participation in decision-making.

The contributing factors reside in themselves, in the school

systens in which they work, and in the larger society in which

they llve. The contestation by teachers to have a say in

decision-naking has landed them in the school governing body of

pTSA. It is the effective participation of the teacher governor

in decision-making at Sunshine High School that this section sets

out to explore. The election of a teacher governor, the function,

success, difficulties and relationship with other sectors of
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school government will form the gist of this discussion.

Tbe appointnent of Teacher Governorg at Sunshine Eiqh School

Teachers take turns to take part in the PTSA at Sunshine High

School. Teacher II explained in an interview that teacher

governors are elected annually by a secret ballot system. It is
seen as the best urethod of electing the menbers democratically

and is void of any kind of external influence on making a choice.

The voting is secret and the results are more reliable than a

show of hands. This voting nethod could eliminate gender

prejudices and stereotypes that men should be in decision-making

positions. It is noticeable that at Sunshine High School, out of

seven teacher members of the PTSA there are six female teachers

and one male teacher. However, this is in line with the

proportion of male teachers to fenale teachers on the total
school staff. Some teachers were sole candidates for governing

positions and others were asked to stand by colleagues.

Answering a question on whether she would stand for this position

in future or volunteer, Teacher II answered:

I don't think I can volunteer, because in this PTSA, r
have experienced that there are very delicate issues
that we have to iron out. Some of then are concerning
our colleagues, so it is very difficult to take such
bold decisions like terminating the services of a
colleague. I feel that is the duty of the controlling
staff than the PTSA as such.
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This view of Teacher II, the reluctance to stand for the position

in future, and the reasons given, were confirmed by Teacher I.

She said she was not willing to take up the position and that she

frwas forcedrr. Asked if she would avail herself in future after

her experiences in the PTSA, she reiterated ttnot in this school,

because of problems, not any morerf. She also gave personal

cornmitments as reasons for not willing to be part of decision-

naking at her school.

The reasons put forward by these teachers highlight that teachers

are not yet ready to take over the responsibilities and be

accountable to the school conmunity. They are frustrated by the

nature of issues discussed, rnainly problens and crises. Teacher

II seemed not to realise that involvenent in decision-making

includes the future of colleagues and that is the responsibility
of the PTSA and not sinply the management team at school. The

reason given by these teachers also show that teachers are not

sure of what is expected of them in the PTSA.

When asked if they discuss issues on entertainment, academic

enrichment or sport etc., Teacher I answered that rronly problems

are brought to the PTSArr. Teacher fI expressed more ethical and

humane reasons when asked whether she does not want to be part of

decision-uraking because she wishes to protect colleagues. She

answered:

not necessarily to protect the colleagues, but I would
not like to be part of those people who decide on the
fate of other teachers. Sonetimes the decision is
appropriate but I feel shy to be part of that decision.

It was interesting to learn that after such a long and fierce
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battle waged by teachers for participation in decision-making, is
drawing a blank. If the feeling of the teacher governors at

Sunshine High School could be generalised, teacher governors

would have problems with their participation in school

governance. Many were reluctant to serve on the governing body.

Some teachers say they are shy to take bold decisions, others are

frustrated by problens discussed in the PTSA meetings. There are

few incentives to serve on the PTSA. It takes their tirne which

they could use for their paid Job.

A major probleur is that the teachers interviewed do not

appreciate the concept of responsibility in democracy. Peer

pressure also plays a role in the participation of teachers in

decision-making. Peer pressure and collegiality weakens the

authority and power of teacher governora.

From the foregoing discussion on the appointnent of teacher

governors and sentiments expressed by the teacher governors, it
seems that the teacher sector also needs capacity building in
order to serve effectively on the governing council at school.

Trying to give every teacher a chance to be a governor without

capacity building remains a problem. Teachers have different
characters, abilities and have different interests which rrturnsrr

do not cater for in the election of teacher governors. Character,

interest and ability are liniting factors in the powers of the

teacher governor to shape the decision-making in governors

meetings.

Ibc fuaotLonLng of teacher qovernore at Sunghl.ne Eigb 8chool:
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Probleug and PoeeibilitLeg

At Sunshine High School, the teacher governor's voice is

therefore weak. Participation in decision-naking is an organised

denocratic means of making collective decisions in the interest

of the school. It is a planned and systernic way of making a

rational decision over an issue. Teachers, with their

professional training and experience in educational matters, are

thought to be equipped to participate effectively in decision-

naking. This view does not hold water at this Echool. Teacher

governors seem not to play their representative role. They do not

have the enthusiasm and courage to articulate the needs and

feelings of teachers in governors neetings.

It may be argrued that issues concerning staff are too delicate or

embarrassing for teacher governors to participate in. That is for

them to decide; they can always decline to be involved in

sonething they find too painful. Teacher If does not want to

participate nor be part of a decision to terninate the services

of a colleague. Teacher I felt that they need to protect other

teachers to maintain good human relations in the staff room. This

is certainly not what democratic participation in decision-naking

is all about. Protection of sectoral interests would degenerate

into conflict.

The blame could be apportioned to the legacy of apartheid.
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Teachers are used to carrying out instructions without

guestioning them. They are used to getting ready-made decisions

to be implemented. ft is quite a new phenomenon for them to be

called upon to take decisions. The paternalistic and top-down

opaque form of decision-making have led to teachers passivity.

They are not used to participation in any decision-making due to

the legacy of apartheid.

Though they represent other teachers by taking the staff-room

views or being asked to raise an issue in the PTSA meeting,

teacher governors at Sunshine High School remain unmotivated.

Non-attendance at the PTSA neetings appears to be evident among

teacher governors as well. According to minutes dated 07 June

L994, letters were written to those teachers who do not attend

meetings. Students conplained about a teacher who does not attend

neetings (30 Uay 1990). According to ny observation, the teacher

governors avoid the PTSA neetings as far as possible.

A teacher governor interviewed (T II) expressed his concern that

their duty iE complicated by the teacher-pupil relationship.

According to him, students do not see themselves as young adults,

they see themselves as equal to teachers. They denand to have

equal powers with teachers and parents at school. They do not

want to be disciplined. They want to be involved in everything

that is discussed at school. Teacher II feels that there should

be a linit on student participation in the PTSA. There is thus a

power struggle between teachers and students.
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The nilitancy of students is a carry-over from the liberation
struggle. The culture of learning and teaching is not yet well

established. To protest, contest and confront are still seen by

students as means of making one's voice loud and clear. Students

still use the tactics they used against the apartheid regime.

These are boycotts, sit-ins, violence against teachers. Students

still want to dominate decision-making at school. The methods

they use hinder progress. t{hat needs to be restored first is the

culture of learning and discipline. Discipline would encompass

high scholarship, rationality and rnaturity in dealing with school

issues that affect the whole school population. The school itself
should be perceived as the custodian of discipline with teachers

as authority figures. With the present etudents, used to defying

authority during the liberation struggle, the authority of the

teacher at school has also dininished. The structural power and

authority of the teacher is challenged by students.

Authoritarianism is now giving way for more democratic decision-

naking mechanisms. ttlost students have little respect for the

teachers and this further weakens the teacher component in the

PTSA.

Students and teacher governors represent their own constituencies

in meetings. They seem to view the process of decision-making as

bargaining, a win/Iose situation. No one wants to let his/her

constituency down by either giving in or compromising. This is
caused according to Teacher II by the mistrust that exists

between teachers and students. Teacher II confirmed that the PTSA

is doninated by students and that after |tlong deliberations $re
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give in to students for the sake of the progress at schoolrr. He

also claiured that the mistrust between students and teachers,

and teacher governors frustrates the decision-naking process.

Teacher I felt that his contribution to the PTSA ureetings is not

effective because of countering behaviour from students. He

expressed that in the PTSA meetings teacher governors protect

other teachers because if they do not do that, they are going to

be at loggerheads with the offending teacher, and will be blamed

for being harsh towards other teachers in the PTSA meetings.

Parent II conplained that teachers thenselves cause problems at

school. According to him, teachers discuss their problems and

differences with students informally outside the PTSA meetings.

They discuss other teachers with students, and bring their

guarrels and misunderstandings to students to seek sympathy and

protection. He added that teachers at Sunshine High School, "do

things together with students; they go out with students and

drink together in tavernsrr.

The few teachers who do come to meetings are quiet most of the

tirne but make an effective contribution and show confidence when

naking a point in a rneeting. Teacher lrovernors participate on a

variety of topics. They participate more than the United Kingdom

Iiterature suggests, which finds that teachers tend to be quiet

and passive in governors meetings, showing interest only on

matters that affect them as professionals.
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The Sunshine High School case is not unique in comparison with

the experience of other countries e.g United Kingdon. In the view

of SaIIis (1993) teacher governors have, in some wdY, the most

difficult role on the governing body. They discuss the affairs of

the school frankly in the presence of rroutsidersrr and their head

teacher, who has a big influence on their career prospects. They

may also feel conflicts of loyalty. The same dilenma is mentioned

by Wragg and Partington (1980), that rrteacher governors should

not seek to embarrass the headrr. (Wragg and Partington, 1980:63).

New (1993) in her study of governing bodies in England and 9lales

found that the teacher governor's views are represented by the

head-teacher and that they do not present a contrary viewpoint to

that of the head-teacher. They are likely as fellow professionals

to want to lend their support to the principal as much as

possible within the context of governing body meetings.

In contrast, at Sunshine High School, teacher governors deny the

influence of the principal. Asked if the presence of the

principal influences his role as a teacher governor, Teacher r

answered ttno, it nakes no difference, the principal is said to be

an ex-officio member but he represents teachers. There are

government procedures that we do not know and he explains thern to

us a1lrr. The role of the teacher governor was apparently not

restricted by the presence of the principal at Sunshine High

School.

Therefore, the role of the teacher governor at Sunshine High
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School is constrained by students rather than the principal. The

students are politically empowered. They are in the majority in
the school conrnunity. They are articulate and forceful, making

their voice heard in the governors meetings. This results in

serious constraints on teacher participation. The ideal for a

balance in the three-Iegged pot is upset. The result is the

domination in decision-making by students.

Partlcl,patl,oa anC regpongl.DilLty

In conclusion, teacher governors at Sunshine High School

participate in good sense in the PTSA neetings. They contribute

and make conments that do not display any professionalism or

special knowledge. This is inportant for then to come to the

Ievel of any 'lay' governor such as parents or students. It
linits the donination of one sector in meetings. They argue on

issues like the vandalisn at school in the same way any concerned

parent or student could have contributed.

Teacher governors do give professional information in the PTSA

meetings like explaining government policies and procedures to

nembers of the PTSA. This is an inportant role because teaching

and education entails professionalism. They are free to give

personal opinions as they are representatives, not delegates. The

representatives do not change every meeting. They represent their
constituencies and have a nandate to take decisions on behalf of

their nenbership. They can make personal conrnents and express

personal views. They are free to vote if the issue needs voting.
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Delegates on the other hand may change fron one meeting to the

other, that is sone people might be delegated in one meeting and

others delegated in another rneeting. Delegates have a restricted
role because their representation is short termr' it may be one

neeting and the delegation dissolves. They may not vote on behalf

of those who delegated thern. They have to obtain a mandate if the

decision taken warrants that.

The teacher governors are representatives and not delegates who

are set up for a special task and dissolve thereafter. Teacher

governors sound the feelings of other staff members by seeking

staff viewpoints on some issues to be discussed in the PTSA

neeting. They also carry out instructions from the staff-roon by

being requested to raise issues in the PTSA meetings on behalf of

other members of the staff.

Teachers are equally not equipped for their task. Though they

read and understand the constitution, they are not aware of the

legal iurplications of their functions. They are not aware of the

demand and expectations of the PTSA. Teacher governors seen not

to understand the principles of democratic participation, that

democracy and participation involves responsibility and

accountability. Teacher governors need to understand their role

in the school, that it benefits the whole community.

Teacher governors have an important role potentially. Problems in

their role have been highlighted in this discussion. Capacity

buildlng, not only for teachers but for the governing body itself
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needs attention. If the three-Iegged pot has to be balanced, the

capacity of the PTSA in general needs to be built.

Tbe Student Governor at Eunshlne Hlqh School

Student participation in school governance in South Africa is a

new notion. Born out of students' protest against the apartheid

education policy, students'voice has been loud and clear.

Participation and democratic representation in decision-making at

schools has been central to the student's opposition to state

representative structures at school. In the South African

context, where students have played a central role in

transforuring the education systen, their strong voice in the PTSA

should be understood in that context.

The development and empowerment of the student governor has its
origin in denands for the establishment and recognition of

Students Representative Councils (SRcs) at secondary schools. The

gains made in this sphere have resulted in students being part of

governing bodies at schools.

Though their presence is met with a range of controversy,

students claim a more central seat in decision-making at schools.

Having played a najor role in the struggles around education in

South Africar any argrument against their involvement in school

governance may raise tensions. Confidence and leadership that was

built over years of political struggle has produced vocal

students who have a framework to articulate the needs and
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aspirations of students. Strong student organisations like cosAs,

PASO and AZASM at secondary schools have been a base to nurture

students both politically and otherwise.

Student governors have struggled for their place in the shaping

of decision-making mechanisms at schools. A growing realisation

is that their presence in school governing bodies is not only

necesaary, but crucial, in that they have the ability to hold any

educational process to ransom.

The participation of students as governors in other countries is

extremely controversial. The Taylor conmittee of L977 for England

and tlales proposed student participation, according to Burgess

and Sofer (1986). This hras never put into practice because the

Departnent of Education and Science (DES) argued, according to

Richardson (1983), that only persons aged eighteen and over could

hold public office. Thus far there is no age restriction in

holding public office in South Africa but with a shift in

Iegislation, thiE is an issue to consider.

The New Zealand system of education has student representation in

secondary school boards (Ganage 1993). Australia has students in

school site councils at secondary schools (Caldwell and Spinks,

1988). There are no linitations put on student participation in

these two countries. The phenomenon of student participation in

decision-making at echool is not new in other countries.

The policy debate over the status of student governors may cause
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problems for education in South Africa. The view that student

governors should not participate in matters involving the

nisconduct of teachers and interviewing applicants for teaching

positions at schools is rejected by student governors. That they

are inexperienced adolescents who do not have the ability to

reflect on education in general is an accusation that needs to be

explored more fulIy.

The controversial issue of student involvement, and the nature it
should take, will be explored through an examination of student

participation at Sunshine High School.

Tbo olcctLon of gtudent govornorg at SunshLuo El.gh Schoo1

Student governors at this school are elected by the SRC from

amongst the members of the SRC. The present (L994) student

governors were elected at the SRC canp in a holiday resort at the

seaside. They were not directly elected by the student body as a

whole. Asked if this was democratic, Student f said rrit is
democratic because in the SRC every class is represented and

therefore every class had a candidate to be elected to the PTSArr.

So in this school, student governors are also members of the SRC.

Asked if they would volunteer in future to be student governors,

Student I was quick to say ttyes because when you are a member of

the PTSA, you become clear about what is happening at schoolrr.

This student governor expressed willingness and enthusiasm to

serve his school and conmunity, unlike parent and teacher
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governors who were very reluctant to serve on the PTSA. Student

If also voiced his willingness to serve on the PTSA saying he has

been a member for the past three years. He has greater experience

than parents and teachers in the PTSA.

The nethod of electing student governors seems to have been

agreed upon by the student body. The student body elects the SRC.

The SRC elects PTSA menbers. PTSA members report back to the SRC.

The SRC reports back to the student body through class

representatives on the SRC in various classes and not in a mass

neeting. In the words of Student T, it is because it is
rrdiff icult to control maas meetingsrr. Because of the same

difficulty, the student body at Sunshine High School understands

and gives a mandate to the SRC to elect student governors. The

nethod of election may vary fron one school to the other

depending on a number of factors such as enrolment and the level

of discipline in a given school.

When asked lrhy they llnk the SRC with the PTSA, Student I

answered:

I{e in the PTSA are just seven and in our point of view,
we can't control the whole school, u€ can't voice
sonethings to the whole school, so we come to the SRC
which has the class representatives and they further
report to their various classes.

in
of

Thc functLoning of a student qovernor I'n neetinqs

The functions of student governors will

following section and the perception of

participation of students.

be discussed

other sectors

the

the
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Students also do not attend meetings regularly. According to the

minutes dated 16 May 1990, the Student Connittee rrdid not manage

to meetrr as students did not turn up for the meeting. Answering

a question on attendance of meetings, Student I complained that

they have a "big problem of attendance of meetingsrr even by

student governors. Justifying the non-attendance of student

governors, Student II said that sometimes there is an SRC meeting

at the same time as the PTSA rneeting and then a few student

governors attend the PTSA neeting while others are in the SRC

meeting. Though this could be seen as bad planning, it nay also

depend on the urgency of issues under discussion. The problems

expreaEed by parents and teacherE might also affect students. The

the tining of the neetings, the distance fron school, the nature

of issues discussed, the mistrust and power struggle among the

members of the PTSA are all factors that contribute to non-

attendance.

In ny observations, student governors are more vocal and

articulate than parent and teacher governors. They appear

confident and bargain from a position of strength. Students are

empowered by their participation in student organisations and

serving on community structures in the township. It was claimed

by Student II when responding to a question on whether they feel

intinidated by the presence of their teachers and prominent

connunity leaders in their meetings,

I don't feel anything because I an used to talking to
parents in the townships, I talk to teachers at school.
I regard teachers as my parents so I am not afraid of
anything.

Student I reiterated that rrin the beginning you become afraid to
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talk in front of the principal and teachers, ES time goes, one

opens up because you feel you want to say sonethingtr. It seems

over passage of time, student governors overcome their fears and

get used to sharing ideas with other sectors of the PTSA.

Questioned about their confidence in their duties, Student ff

explained that student governors do not have problems. They get

training on their expected functions by the SRC. trWhat we do, the

SRC runs workshops for the seven students who are members of PTSA

and tells them what to dorr. The same idea vas conf j-rmed by

Student I, rrThey (SRC) gave us more information about what the

PTSA is and how it works. But here at school, we do not get any

infornationrr. They developed cornmunication skiIIs, and systematic

presentation. They grew politically. The SRC builds capacity for

the PTSA students, this empowers them for their task. The

capacity building progranmes need to be extended to parent and

teacher glovernors.

on dlsciplinary issues involving misconduct of teachers and

interviewing prospective teachers for vacancies at school,

student governors denanded to be involved. Commenting on the

ieeue of interviews, Student fI expressed his concern that:
The appointment of teachers is crucial in that a
vacancy nay exist for a Mathematics teacher and a Xhosa
teacher is appointed to the position because he/she is
a friend or a relative of the principal or a member of
staff. That teacher will be required to

teach mathematics and experience problems in class. So it is
important for us to protect the interests of students when
it comes to the appointruent of teachers.

To the student governors at Sunshine High School, the PTSA brings
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together three separate constituent groupings where

representatives are answerable to their constituencies. Though

they deny protecting other students at the PISA meetings, they

agree that they nitigate on behalf of students when a punishment

is inposed on a student, citing an example of a student who was

suspended for the last six nonths of a year and could not write

the end of year examination.

Asked about mistrust among the PTSA members, students feel that

although the PTSA is looking after the interests of everyone,

there is an element of constituent interest protection. This

Ieads to the undermining of the PTSA. In the words of Student If,

We have a problen in the PTSA, when discussing with
teachers, they say rre (students) should not undernine
then. Even parents do that, when a student has done
sonething wrong, the parents are not objective in their
assessment of the case, they would say he/she nust be
punished whether wrong or right.

This suggests that there is a power struggle between the sectors

of the PTSA. ft was indicated by Teacher If that students

doninate neetings and force their view-point until teachers and

parents give in to etudents for the sake of progress and harmony

at Echool. Teacher governors feel that students do not act in a

rational manner. The parent governor's view about student

governors and students in general is that they are undisciplined

and they force their opinion to dominate. Parent II gave an

exanple of students who would burn cars of teachers, lock up

teachers in classrooms and spray them with water using a

hosepipe. They also threaten parent governors who try to keep

order and discipline at school. They intinidate parent governors.

In that wdy, they weaken parental participation, and the student
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voice becomes stronger.

The DET inspector reacted sharply to the issue of students

sitting in a disciplinary committee on teacher misconduct saying

rthat is according to my view not rightrr. The inspector's vieYr

arises out of his own orthodox traditional school of thought,

that children should not discuss delicate issues with adults. The

inspector echoed the view that students should be given observer

status. His view is that generational dornination and treating

students as children. This is contrary to student's demand for

full participation in decision-making. This could raise tension

within the PTSA.

Student glovernors demanded fulI participation in all activities

and issues that arise at school. However, it is becoming evident

that the power distribution among the PTSA members at Sunshine

High School is not equal. There are a number of factors that

influence the uneven distribution of power. Access to information

which favours teacherE, level of education which is a

disadvantage to parents, and training which is only received by

students, are among the factors that cause an imbalance of

bargaining power. That students intimidate parents and teachers

needs to be ironed out in capacity building workshops. The

unequal political power needs to be balanced through training

programmes for the PTSAS.

The idea of student governors will take time to be fully accepted

in the governance of schools. The probleur is the tradition and
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culture which is authoritative and paternal created by the hidden

curriculun in the education system we have used for so many

decades. It will take time to build the culture of talking,
sharing ideas, to develop a critical mind, produce leadership

that questions unjust policies, produces non-submissive servants

and fuI1 participation in decision-making at aII levels of

policy-making, to build a sense of togetherness and belonging to

a school.

Tbc gtuCent voloc Ln decieLoa-nakinq

It is important for both parents and teachers to trace the source

of student involvement in the political struggle, to build an

understanding of the present behaviour of students at school. We

need to understand the involvement of students to protest and

denand forcefully and nilitantly the participation of all
stakeholders in decision-rnaking in the arena of education. It
appears that the establishment of PTSAs and taking seriously the

student voice narks the beginning of yet another polrer struggle

between the students, parents and teachers at school.

Students at Sunshine High School are a part of that history. They

uray still perceive teachers and parents as collaborators. Without

justifying nisbehaviour, students are better organised in their
student organisations and are enpowered by their involvement in

connunity structures. They perceive their participation in school

governance as a deserved right. They are protecting the gains

they have made over years of contestation for a say in decision-
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naking on matters that regulate their everyday lives. However,

students at Sunshine High School do not show evidence of taking

responsibility, which goes along with the right to participate.

Governance at schools is democratised by involving the three PTSA

sectors to govern schools. It appears that at Sunshine High

School this democratic governance is ineffective. There is no

balance in the three-legged pot. A mechanisnr to balance the three

components of the PTSA is necessary. The balance could be

achieved through facilitating an understanding of the purpose of

democratic participation in decision-making.

Power sharing seems to be central to the problems of the PTSA.

The relationships and functional dynamics within the PTSA centre

around the concept of power and how it nanifests itself. The

bargaining polrer in the decision-making process is at the heart

of this democratic governance structure at school. The next

chapter explores the relationships and functional dynamics within

the PTSA as influenced by the power relations among the three

sectors of the PTSA.
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CEAP:TEBI

RELATION8BIP8 IND FITNCTIONAL DyNAItrICS rITEIll TEE PT8A

Introductlon

The notion of power sharing is central to the functioning of the

PTSA. The exploration of the relationships and functional

dynanics within the PTSA wiII centre around the concept of Power.

Power will be used to mean to have influence on decision-rnaking.

The england and Wales literature is consulted in this regard

because of the experiences and insights porivded by that

literature in school governance. In South Africa the emergence

of the PTSA novement is a new development and therefore very

Iittle if any is written about the PTSA.

The involvement of students in school governance is a unique

feature in South Africa. Very little is l<nown about the

involvement of students in school governance in other countries

aE weII. The lack of South African literature in this regard

forces one tq look at the literature outside South Africa.

The case study of Sunshine High School has revealed that power

sharing is central to the problerns of PTsAs. The unequal

distribution of power seems to be the main issue. The sources of

poner and how it is used determine the relationships and

functlonal dynanics within the sectors of the PTSA.
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The decision-making process brings micro-politics into play.

Micro-politics would include the forging of relationships and the

undeclared factors that come into play during the bargaining

process, like the formation of coalitions and the use of power to

influence decisions. The relationships that are built among the

three interest groups of the PTSA is the issue that this section

intendE to look into.

The partnership that schools forge to build with the conmunity is
important, but the possibilities and problens of such a

partnership need to be clarified in order to make sense of the

decision-naking process. Teachers and the principal as

professionals and rrinsidersn, parents aa rrlayrr and rroutsiderstl

and EtudentE ttlay and insidersr need to flnd a lray of working

together to denocratise school governance. The partnership

between the rrlay" and rrprofessionaltt might cause problems for the

snooth functioning of the PTSA. The relationship and partnership

with students in governance needs special attention because

studentE function quite differently frour parents and teachers in
an educational proceEs. Bringing them to the decision-making

table needs a careful process that wiII not undermine the

Iearning process of the students at school.

Traditional generational donination nay help to explain the

interplay of power in the process of decision-making.

Chronological age and a good sense of respect may explain the

interplay of power. Parents demanding respect from students and

students giving respect to parents during a decision-naking
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process, rreakens the position of the student. The breaking down

of generational relations during the period of political struggle

since L976 is central to the debate.

Another inportant person in the decision-making process is the

princlpal. The principal is perceived as having more power at

school than all other interest groups. HiE influence on decision-

making at the PTSA meetings is crucial. The principal has

constitutional pohrers to run the school. The PTSA might interfere

with these powers and a power showdown nay be inevitable. We thus

need to explore the influence of the principal in decision-

naking. The UK literature Eeens to suggest that education should

be left to the control of professionals. They know and understand

how education should be run. Governing involves policy making. It

needs insight and foresight on what suits the process of

education. PTSAs are in that way problematic.

The following sections will explore the influence of polrer, the

'Iay" professional relatlonship, the relationship between the

head-teacher and the PTSA, generational domination and the

forging of partnerships between the school and community to

explore the functional dynanics in the functioning of the PTSA.

Pouor and Lnflurncc Ln docisl,on-uakl,ng

Power is conceived of by Weber as:

the probability that one actor within a social
relationship wiII be in a position to carry out his own
wilt, despite resistance, and regardless of the basis
on which this probability rests. (Hoyle, L986273)
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This type of authoritative power is the one which the education

authorities of DET used over African education. They carried out

their own will despite the resistance from parents, students and

teachers falling under their jurisdiction. Such po$rer is

authoritarian and undemocratic. The formation of PTSAs and their
democratic decision-making process seeks to limit this type of

power.

In ny observation in meetiDgs, though power relations were not

innediately evident, students lrere vocal. They participated to a

greater extent than I had assumed. My assunption was that because

they are adolescent and inexperienced they would be shy to air

their views in the presence of their teachers and prominent

figures in the society. On the other had, teachers rrlere also

participating equally weII. The parents' voice was not strong and

the principal left the debate to the PTSA members, playing a more

neutral but reEerved role.

participants like parents, teachers and students in decision-

naking at school can be conceived of as political actors with

their ohln needs, objectives and strategies to achieve those

objectives. Bacharach (1988) argues that the decision-making

proceEs is the prinary arena of political and educational

confllct. Each subgroup can be expected to approach a decision

with the objective of maximizing its specific interests or goals

rather than the maximization of some general organisational

objective. A group's efforts, that is, any sector of PTSA, to

have their point of view reflected in the decision outcome
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centres in large part around questions of pohrer and influence.

However to have one,s viewpoint represented requires that others

agree that your view should be considered; that is, you should

have influence over the decision.

A school as an institution is conceived of by the community as a

custodian of authority and teachers as bearers of authority

because of their professional power. The students on the other

hand use political power to contest the teacher's authority at

school. parents exercise the generational power to have authority

at echool. The interplay of these sources of power is important

to explain how each sector uses pohler in the decision-naking

process at the PTSA meetings. More importantly, compromise and

consensus should characterise the decision-making process. That

will facilitate progress in realisation of the schools' needs. In

the case of deadlocks, the porrer play comes to the fore. The

nature of the issue under discussion determines which sector

should use its power to gain an upper-hand in that particular

issue. The misuse of such porrer may put the decision-naking

process in jeopardy.

Students in the Sunshine High School PTSA seem to misuse their

power to have influence in shaping decisions at PTSA meetings.

They are described by both parents and teachers as forceful and

nilitant in the shaping of decisions. They shape decisions by

informal or non-authoritative means, that is, influence.

mlnfluence is a dynanic, tactical element and does not

necessarily entail a superior-subordinate relationship" (Hoy1e,
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1986:75). However, to understand the influence of power in

decision-makingr w€ have to conceive of an educational

organisation as a political system, both internally and in its

external relationships. In educational organisations, constant

tactical power struggles occur in an effort to obtain control

over real decision-making or to influence the decisions. It is

essential to accept the dynamics of power struggles to influence

decision-making as integral to any organisational analysis.

A power struggle was evident at Sunshine High School as Teacher

II said:

The main problen lre experience at present is the
student-teacher relationship. There is a feeling among
the students that they are equal to teachers. They do
no know their terrain.

The perception of students by this teacher is a superior-

subordinate one, where students are expected to give in to

whatever the teachers say. Because students do not give in to

teachers, Teacher II adds that:

to be frank, we give in to students because they use
other nethods like toy-toying and sit-ins. So we feel
we rather give in for the sake of progress.

Teachers get their power from training as professionals and

access to information about educational matters. The control of

information is a powerful source of power. Another source of

teacher's pohrer is structural, by virtue of being teachers and

the perception of others that they have knowledge gives then

respect.

part of a

I
I

It was noted that many

decision-naking body at
teachers prefer not to be

this school. They complain
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povrers usurped by students. rf Giving inrr to students for the sake

of progress is painful because it is neither consensus nor

compromise. The three-legged pot seems to be limping with no

balance of power in its three legs. The inequality in influencing

decisj.ons retards both progress in terms of empowerment and

democracy in decision-naking.

The traditional teacher-student authority relations have changed

due to student empowerment during the political struggle in South

Africa. No more do students take instructions from teachers

without questioning. They use the same tactics they used to

oppose the apartheid system of educat,ion to doninate decision-

making at school governance neetings. They stay-away from

classes, picket, sit-in and demonstrations to show their
dissatisfaction.

Parents are also intinidated by studente. Parent If said trif you

are a member of PTSA and you are strong in debates and

discussions at school, you are also not safe from these

studentsrr. Elaborating on student militancy, Parent II added by

telling a story of students who locked up teachers in a classroom

and sprayed then with a hosepipe for not meeting their demands.

Parent II confirmed that [students are running the school.

Teachers are taking orders from students, a.g when students say

they do not want a certain teacher, that teacher leaves the

schoolrr.

In the interviews conducted, parents seem powerless. They do not
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see their presence at school making any improvement. They are

disillusioned by the misbehaviour and threats made to them by

students. As the situation is at present, they perceive students

as running the show at school. Parents say they need empowerment

through training, and legal empowerment to strengthen their
participation.

Students thus use coercion and influence and not rational debate

to get the consent of other sectors over an issue under

discussion. They protect the interest of students. They do not

advance the interests of the total school. Students have a

constituency to represent and to report back to. They see

decision-naking as a win-lose situation. They do not want to be

seen by their constituency as weak losers who do not represent

the aspirations of other students. They try to avoid being called

collaborators with the teachers and parents. That puts further
strain on the PTSA to resolve school problems peacefully because

of sectoral interest protection.

The principal's authority and povrer is threatened by the

collective decision-naking of the PTSA. The principal's authority

lies in the structural and constitutional powers that are vested

in him.

However the student sector of the PTSA at Sunshine High School

are unsurping power to further their own interests. This was not

the intention of the PTSA. In practice, a po$rer struggle among

the members of the PTSA at Sunshine High School has emerged. The
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power struggle is caused by the mistrust that exists between the

students and teachers. There is a structural conflict in the

conposition of the PTSA. Bennet and Wilkie (L973) contend that:

conflicts may occur within and between the three groups
of participants in the school, pupils, teaching staff
and also between groups inside the school and outside
groups such as parents and inspectorate. (Bennet and
I{ilkie, L9732462)

The conflict seens to lie in the conflicting conceptions of

denocracy and authority and the structural differences. Democracy

advocates the participation of aII stakeholders in decision-

naking at school. A school as an organisation has to be run by

the principal who has that authority. The PTSA formulate school

policies which are carried out by the principal and therefore

the principal is accountable to the PTSA.

Structural and functional conflicts in the functioning of PTSAs

are caused by unclear roles of each sector. There is a clear

inbalance of power in the PTSA. The way porrer relations manifests

is not publicly declared. It is in the way porrers are used by any

sector that one begins to understand that power" It could not be

expected, given the conposition of the PTSA, that the three

constituent groups could have equal povters.

parents are the weaker partner in this democratic coalition to

control schools. They neither have professional nor structural

porrer. They are not organised. They cannot keep abreast with the

developnents in educational sphere.

The imbalance in pohrer brings about an imbalance in the three-
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Iegged pot. It appears there is no easy way of striking the

balance in the PTSA sectors. The implication is that domination

of one sector over others will continue to exist. It means that
the parent sector of the PTSA needs to be empowered through a

progranme of training. Parents who are lay in the educational

field are expected to participate in educational matters.

The next section explores the relationship between the rrlayrr and

the professionale in democratising school governance.

Thc ttlav'r orofeggl.onal relationahip

The relationship between ulaytt parents and students in the PTSA

and professionals at school as it highlights the power inbalance

and the influence on decision-naking is explored.

Tipton (1989) states that teachers and educational adninistrators
have proven knowledge of the field of education. They have been

tried and tested through exanination, appointment and promotion

procedures. Those who wish to be parent governors have no such

requirements placed upon them. In the najor research work on

school governing bodies, it has emerged that lay governors find
many aspects of educational practice difficult to understand or

do not have the confidence to involve themselves in professional

matters (Bacon, L978; Kogan, L984 and Golby and Brigley, 1989).

Mansfield (1993) argues that parenting is not a job for which

people are trained. It makes many parents feel insecure about
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their role and lack confidence. No wonder that TI claims that
rrsome parents feel inferiorrr when responding to an interview

question on whether there is a mistrust between the PTSA members.

The only requirement for the parents to become members of PTSA is

that the parent should have a child at school.

Professional associations Iike subject committees, subject

associations and professionalisation of vocation are formed in

order to free vocations from ,Iay controlrr (Corwin, L969t 2L4).

The ,Iay, professional argurnent represents a challenge to the

ideology of control by lalmen and their adninistrative

representatives. The professionalisation of any vocation wilI

involve boundary disputes between laynen and the professionals.

These boundary disputes, it Ehould be noted, also infect the

vocation itself, breaking it into segrments or coalitions which

compete among themselves. The Power that is perceived of

professionals at schools gets challenged and contested by lay

people who come to govern with the professionals. It is one of

the functional problems of PTSA. Profeesionals would not allow

the interference of parents and studentE in curriculum and

tirnetabling issues. Forging into a single unit professionals on

the one hand and lay persons on the other hand, is meant for the

public to have control over and safeguard public interests in

public institutions. This contestation for representation seem to

be problenatic in the PTSA as a structure. It involves rtlayrr

people and profeesionale who are jealous of their profession.

There will be an imbalance of power where professionals will gain

an upper hand in educational matters. The problem lies at the
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very origins of PTSA. The ains of the PTSA, to democratise school

governance brings in the control of lay people in educational

matters.

The parent sector of the PTSA appear not ready to execute its
duties. In the first instance, they do not attend meetings

regularly at Sunshine High School. Secondly they are not sure of

their legal porrers and the scope of decision-making at school.

The parents interviewed never read the constitution of the PTSA.

They are never involved in a meaningful interaction with real

school matters to develop their understanding of the operation of

a school as an organisation. Parents are called in only when

there is crisis. Slnilarly, parent governors in a study by Sallis
(1993) in UK Echoole complain that their meetings are nothing but

rubber-stanping exercises that they are not expected to question

anything and it would be too late anyuay. It would be rubber-

stanping decisions that are made by the professionals and

insiders. This is evident too at Sunshine High School.

The Ilayn- professional relationship substantially linits the

power of lay governors. Beatie (1993) clains that teachers are

jealous of what they regard as their professional autonomy, if

this leads them to clain total jurisdiction over the curriculum,

'Iay'people may be restricted to an entirely peripheral role in

decisions which actually affect what children }earn. Even if this

is not so, it iE evident that actual deciEions will not normally

be taken by parents alone or in the najority. The other

possibility is that of decisions taken by the professionals even
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before

POWeTS

the meeting. These

of rrlayrr governors

claims and possibilities linit the

to take decisions on professional

matters.

The control of information as source of power is iruportant for

the professionals to enhance their position as professionals. The

education acts, government circulars, notices and any other

information from the government is controlled by the

professionals at Sunshine High School. The interpretation of the

contents are made by the professionals to the governors. This

exercise puts the rrlay,, governors in an awkward position, that of

accepting the contents without verification. It is an indication

of the problens posed by the composition of the governing body

that is conplex and problenatic }ike PTSA.

The student governors are also 'Iay'. They are equally not

conversant with the paper work and information from the

government nor have the experience of educational natters. They

contest participation as an interested party with a constituency

but not enough knowledge nor can they articulate needs without

means to achieve the needs. They only make decisions on the basis

of political agendas and powers.

Black parents in South Africa have poor education, they $rere

disenfranchised and discrininated against, which make them

different from the lay governors in United Kingdout. They have

difficulty in dealing with educational matters. They do not have
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the same information as the professionals. As a result they

rubber stamp the decisions made by professionals. These problems,

highlighted by the UK literature, apPear to plague PTSAs in South

Africa, if Sunshine High School is a typical example.

The accusations and counter accusations among the members of the

PTSA sow seeds of conflict. These put more strain on the PTSA to

establish working relationship between the lay and the

professionals. In this regard, the relationship between the

principal and the PTSA is crucial. The principal is a

professional charged with the duty to run a school, but has to

share this task with the PTSA. The ability of the principal to

naintain a balance of polrer and good relationship with the PTSA

is thus explored.

Tho RelstLonghiP bctrcoa tho Eradtcachor aad thc PTBI

This section wiII explore the powers invested in the headteacher

and how he/she uses these powers to influence decisions in the

PTSA meetings. The powers of the headteacher and how he relates

to the PTSA wiII be discussed from a review of research on the

powers of the headteacher in England and l{ales. The powers of the

headteacher at Sunshine High School will then be compared with

what this Iiterature suggests about the use of power by

headteachers to influence decisions at meetings. The source of

the power and how that porrer is constituted will be traced-
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According to Winston Churchill in his poem, 'My Early Lifefr,
trHeadmasters have powers at their disposal which Prime Ministers

have never yet been invested withrr (Hoy1e, 1986 t 73) . Hoyle

(1986) mentions four sources of power of the principal. The

structural power that he/she gets from the office he/she holds.

personality power is derived from leadership qualities. Expertise

power is derived from specialised knowledge or access to

information, and opportunity power is derived from control of

information. The principal at school has access to aII these

sources of porrer. I{hat te have to ascertain is whether or how

principals use these powers to influence the decisions in

governors meetings. The lay governors have no access to these

forms of porrer. The professionals have access to some of the

forms of power and therefore, use that power to influence

decision-naking in PTSA neetings.

The influence of the headteacher is felt in many spheres of

deciEion-naking. Walter (L976) classifies the powers enjoyed by

the headteacher under six broad headings, by defining the values

for his school, determining curriculum, control of the internal

organisation, he distributes the available money; he chooses his

own staff and he has control over the media of communication.

Some of these powers that are enjoyed by the principal are nohl

shared with the PTSA and colleagues.

Wragg and Partington (1980) clain that poor relationships between

the head and the governing body can affect the running of the

whole school. They argue that the balance between the paid
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professionals, hired to take frontline responsibility for running

the school, and the governors, unpaid amateurs charged to show

interest in the school in general, is perhaps a difficult one to

strike.

The maintenance of good relations between the head and governors

will inprove the running of the school only if the governors

agree to the principal's proposals in neetings. He has legal

powers to run the school and the governors also have the right to
participate in decision-naking. Though the head is accountable to

the governors, he has control over resources and access to

valuable information. fn this wtry, governors wiII have to try to

make the head comfortable in his running of the school. When

there is a conflict or misunderstanding between the head and

governors, the head would ask the governors as Sallis (1993:28)

puts it I'who runs this school anlmayrr (Sal1is, L9932281? Such

guestions are rare in the literature consulted, but they cannot

be ruled out in schools where the culture and climate of the

school is not positive.

The implication that the head runs the school and governors are

rubber stamps is a problem. The power struggle between the head

and the governors favours the head because of the sources of

polrer from whlch he can draw to put his head above the governors.

Bacon (1978) in his study of the relationship between the

headteacher and school governors in Sheffield, shows the two

sides of a coin. At first headteachers rrere not happy with the
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introduction of governors. They saw them as a lay group of people

coming to threaten headteacher,s autonorny and leadership ro1e.

But later the headteachers lrere happy to find out that governors

appreciated the professional autonomy of teachers. Although this
type of rrclear understandingrr was not, as we would expect,

negotiated between two sets of equal partners, but tended to be

nediated very much on the head,s ohrn terms. The headteacher

dominates the governors.

Bacon (L978) in his Sheffield research found headteachers fearful

of the reforms that were taking place in that city since they saw

their job as a leader turning into that of a chief executive. But

he also observed that governors' behaviour did not substantiate

thiE anxiety and that they still felt that a head should be

trusted to run a school. They were not keen to be involved in

curriculum, financial affairs and so on. The headteacher retained

the real power. coverning bodies may have increased power but the

autonomy of the headteacher remains intact. The statement made by

one teacher governor to Kogan that, rrthe head is in control (of

the governing body) and even had effective control of the

meeting[ (Kogan, L984:173) shows that the headteacher has more

poner.

The governing bodies would allow the head to have control because

of a genuine belief that he knows the needs of the school better.
He knows the personnel at school, h€ controls resources, he

controls the information, he is the mouthpiece of the school,

after aII he is responsible for the inplementation of the
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decisions taken in a rneeting with the governors.

By disseminating the information he wishes and by using the

jargon to reinforce governors' difficulty in understanding many

of the issues involved in educational matters, Kogan found that

headteachers have no problem in naintaining the upper hand.

Thus according to the United Kingdon experience, despite

increased powers of the school governorE, the relationship

between the head and the governors ls doninated by the head

because of the powers he has over others.

At Sunshine High School, the headteacher night be doninating

relationships in that he calls the PTSA neeting whenever he deems

it necessary. He does so at his own will. The PTSA itself does

not have a proqlramne and agenda for the meetings. The members

depend on the principal. He disseminates the information and

e:qrlains governnent policies. The professional knowledge he has

could not be matched by the lay governors. As SaIIis (1993)

arglues, heads and staff work fuII tine in the school and no

governor could match the detailed knowledge this involves. rt is
not realistic, nor would it be right, for governorci to imagine

that they could replace a professional in naking day-to-day

decisions about teaching techniques or the managenent of time,

space, staff and equipment within the school. This is not their
role. Their role is to formulate policies for the school and

Ieave then to the professionals to inplement. rt is at this stage

of poticy inplenentation that the head and staff give meaning to
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and interpret those policies. They also evaluate the policy and

make amendments at iurplementation. In that vray the views and

ideas of the governors are further subjected to scrutiny.

The presence of the headteacher in governors' meetings has an

influence on teacher governors. New (1993) clains that teacher

governors would feel that the headteacher is representing the

views of all the staff and that teacher governors do not oppose

the viewpoint of the headteacher in governors' neetings and would

be redundant. But in the decision-naking process, the principal

at Sunshine High Schoo1 does not play a dominant role. He lets

the nenbers of PTSA debate and decide on issues discussed.

From the interviews conducted, both parents, students and

teachers do not perceive their headteacher as exercising any

influence over decisions at PTSA meetings. What he is doing does

not conform to what the United Kingdom literature suggests about

a headteacher's power and influence in decision-naking. This.

difference may be caused by the professional role of the United

Kingdon headteachers and the politicised context of South African

schooling. The headteacher at Sunshine High School uses his power

in management of the school. In the representation mode, h€

leaves the decisions to the PTSA members to take. rour principal

puts a case to the parents and let them decide on that issuerr

said Parent II.

When Teacher II was asked in an interview about the role of the

principal in the PTSA meetings, he said, rrThe principal is said
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to be an ex-officio member, but he represents teachers; there are

government procedures that we do not know and he explains them to

us allft. Teacher II confirmed that "the principal does not take

sides, h€ is neutralrr. When the student governors vrere asked in

an interview whether the principal is controlling the meetings,

they said: Student I rrYes he does sometimes, you know...rr and

Student II confirmed rrYou see sometimes, if there is a problem

and the problen is coning from the students, the principal used

to do that. . . rr.

Responding to a question on whether meetings are controlled by

the headteacher, Parent I responded, rrOur principal is meek, he

does not use his powers to make a point accepted. He tries to

reason with everyonerr. A principal who reasons with everyone is

said to be denocratic but there is an added danger of reasoning

with iII inforned people. The danger is in making uninformed

choices and decisions that nay be in conflict with policies. To

be democratic does not necessarily mean to let every decision 9o

through. The principal has to see to lt that decisions taken can

be inplemented. The concept of democracy has its own linits in

application.

A principal in a school has vested interests in the proceedings

of a meeting because the outcome of that meeting wiII have a

direct bearing on his management. He is the person together with

staff who wiII be responsible for the implementation of the

decisions taken in a PTSA meeting. So it is irnperative that the

principal should be active in discussions and he be part of
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decisions taken

decisions.

He is responsible for the implementation of

Parent €rovernors and teacher governors at Sunshine High School

perceive the principal as democratic and fair in PTSA meetings.

The student governors see him as having an influence in decision-

naking. The difference in opinions about the perceived role of

the principal in PTSA neetings is influenced by a number of

factors. The principal is both a parent and a teacher. Parents

and teachers understand hin in those two perspectives. They

accept his actionE and contributions in the light of hin being

global in his contributions in meetings. Students on the other

hand are arrare of the alliance between teachers and parents as

adults. Students perceive teachers and parents as against the

students.

In the minutes consulted, the principal does not appear

frequently. He seems to leave the decisions to be taken by the

PTSA. That does not necessarily mean that he does not have subtle

influence over decisions. He does not have an influence without

actively dominating them.

A noticeable problem here is that there is no functional

differentiation between the nanagement mode and the

representative mode in the functions of the PTSA at Sunshine High

School. The management mode is the domain of the principal with

the management tean. They take day-to-day decisions at school.

These decisions to a large extent affect acadenic work and
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professional duties. It also entails the implementation of

policies from both the government and the governing body. on the

other hand, the representative mode is the domain of the PTSA.

The PTSA debate policy rnatters that affect the school. They take

decisions on policies that control and channel the activities of

the whole school. They do not and are not responsible for the

inplenentation of those policies.

Some functions do overlap and cause boundary disputes between the

two modes at school. C1ear boundaries and clear functions would

eliminate any form of dispute. The PTSA seems not to be

differentiating between representative functions and management

functions.

Gcurratl,oual donlnatloa Ln tbc PIBA

It is traditional in Black societies that children and their
mothers are not part of decision-ruaking in a fanily unit. The

father is perceived as wielding aII the power. He takes decisions

on behalf of the mother and children. This culture, though it is
waning, is carried over to decisions taken in public

institutions. Parents who are stiIl holding to this tradition are

present at Sunshine High School. Many students no longer accept

that practice.

$ttren student governors were asked in an interview about the scope
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and latitude given to them to argue issues with adults one said:

but there are tines when you are arguing about an issue
that you are treated as a child. There tas one parent
who wanted his word to be final about an issue under
discussion in a meeting. We said we do not want him
anymore because when he says something, he does not
want to listen to ideas of other people.

This statement is important in that it shows the power

contestation between generations. It is also inportant because it
shows that parental domination based on traditional culture does

not hold water anlmlore with students. The militancy shown by

students to expel the parent from meetings marks the change and

challenges that traditional culture faces from the younger

generation. The concerns about age and traditional respect may

retard the progress of the PTSA. The older generation will demand

submission from the younger generation at the expense of the

issues under debate.

The younger generation feel that they are politically rrmore

correctfr than elderly people, who hold on to tradition to

doninate decision-making. This attitude by parents was confirmed

by SII saying:

more especially the parents, you know, they are not
educated, they do not know what is happening in the
country, they do not know what is happening at school.
They used to stop us talking, but I told them that I
have a right to speak. ft is a new era

This statement confirms that there is a generational and

traditional conflict within the PTSA. The parents still feel that

they do not want to argue with children. The typical argument by

this student that parents are traditional and uneducated and that

students are modern and educated, causes tension within the PTSA.
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The lack of knowledge of parents about what is happening around

then weakens their traditional po$rers. That students are more

atare of what is happening both around them and in the whole

country empowers students. That rrit is a nes, erar is true, but

knowledge and formal levels of education seem a powerful weapon.

The modern and educated students demand to have more say in the

decision-making. I{ithout dwelting too much on traditionalism

versus modernism in PTSA meetings, students are becoming more

vocal in PTSA meetings than parents. They are contesting that

their voice be loud and clear in shaping decisions in meetings.

This has been confirmed in earlier chapters by teachers'

attitudes towarde students who want to doninate decision-making.

The parents on the other hand complained about students who run

the school and dominate activities at school. Students also

resort to physical attacks and threats on parents governors and

teacher governors.

The view that student porrers need to be linited was also

expressed by the DET inspector during an interview. He stopped me

when I was asking a guestion and wanted to make this point,

just before I niss this point, I want to highlight that
students sit in meetings of disciplinary actions
against teachers. That is according to ny view not
right.

The question whether students should sit in disciplinary meetings

against a teacher and the question whether students should

interview new teachers for vacancies at school are widely debated

and controversial. These questions seem to stem from the

traditional view that students should be treated as children and
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not given powers to take decisions.

This generational struggle to have control over meetings is
posing problens for the ,effective functioning of the PTSA.

Teacher I in an interview complained only about students.

They do not know their terrain. The first thing would
be to determine the terrain of the students and that
they should not overjunp their terrain. That is the
main issue.

The teacher and the DET inspector whom I regard as educated and

therefore modernists also hold the feeling that there should be

linits to the functioning of the student sector in the PTSA.

There are other demands that are made on a student by the school.

There should be a linit on student governors on issues that would

Jeopardise their Echolarship. It is a question of attitudes that

need to be changed, otherwise we night be heading for a more

complex power struggle. Students thenselves say that they do want

to be involved in these issues fully as members of the governing

body. Their exclusion from certain matters could create problems

for the PTSA. Students are going to contest and protest for full
participation in decision-naking in aII matters affecting the

school as governors. Provision for student participation in

decision-naking is contained in the Education and Training White

Paper, giving students a right to be part of a governing body at

school.

Partacrghip

The question that this section raises is whether the partnership

forged by the school and conmunity has the capability of
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addressing educational matters. On what basis is the partnership

built? Should parents and students be partners or clients at

school? why is education not left to the professionals?

I use the concept of partnership to capture the PTSAs role to

bring democratic school governance. The concept explores the

po$rer relations in the partnership between the school and

community to govern schools. The PTSA brings the school and the

courmunity into partnership of governing and deciding together on

what is suitable for their school. Is it a healthy partnership to

bring the lay and professional together around the decision-

naking table? The concept of partnership is used as another tool

to explore the interplay of pohrer in decision-naking.

In the United Kingdon or rather in the education system in

England and Wales, the relationship between parents and teachers

is now referred to in narket terms of rr...producer (teacher) to

the consumer _(Pgg$)_'l_ (?1IfL ree3: 44t . Parents and school

become partners in shared task for the benefit of the child (DES

1985). However, in practice, the influence of the parents as

partners remains limited. The Education Act of 1988 (in United

Kingdon) increased parental influence without ensuring that

parent governors will be adequately prepared for this new role.

,{

The South African situation is
parents being perceived as the

access to valuable information.

no exception to the trend of

weaker partner. TheY have no

The inaccessibilitY of the
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information is nultifold. The first is the literacy of the parent

governors. Some parent governors fail to grapple with the legal

language often used in government acts, some are even unable to

read and understand English and Afrikaans often used in circulars

and notices. The government itself excludes illiterate parents

when issuing out correspondence to schools. It favours the

teachers.

In my understanding, for the partnership to be successful, the

partners should have clearly defined functions and poyrers. The

PTSA has been likened to a three-Iegged pot and the exploration

of the r'layrr-professional relationship has indicated that there

is an inequality in power among the menbership of the PTSA. The

partnership forned by the school and the connunity is equally

problematic. The functions and powers of each sector are not

clearly defined and as a result contested by the PTSA sectors.

The result is an imbalance in ability to influence decisions.

fn the view of Field (1993) I'the professionals run the school and

governors bring their outside experience to bear on the

partnership" (Fie1d, 1993:158). The PTSA at Sunshine High School

has professionals but they give professional knowledge only when

requJ.red. The professionalE are equally not conversant with this

new PTSA phenomenon. They are also not trained to be governors

and therefore, have little advantage over parents and student

governors. The advantage they have is that of insight and

knowledge of educational matters.
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The notion of ttinsiderrr and troutsiderrr in school governance

appears to be problematic when applied to Sunshine High School.

The general perception that the insiders know better and the

outsiders bring their outside experience which may not

necessarily be relevant to shape decisions in PTSA meetings,

weakens the position of outsiders in this partnership. Woods

(1988) reiterates that partnership cannot exist if one of the

parties is excessively weak and depends on the other. rt is a

problen to develop an educational partnership involving parents

and students because of power inequalities. It is one that can

only be exacerbated by uncertainties as to the best strategy and

organisational franework for the parent and student interests.

The other reason is the scarcity of the information itself.
Parents often do not know where to get the information they need.

There are few resource centres where the information is made

available to parents. The parents are not prepared for their new

role and there is a lack of support system to strengthen their
position. Ways and means need to be formed to arn the PTSA and

the parent sector more especially on what is expected of them in -.

school governance.

I found the parent governors at Sunshine High School not aware of

their legal functions and eager to get more information about

their role. They pinned their hopes on the workshops that vrere

planned for the PTSA by the NEcc in the Western cape region.

Non-attendance at meetings by the parent governors weakens the
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partnership and students and teachers have to take decisions

without a strong parent voice in shaping those decisions. The DET

school inspector interviewed said:

The very structure of the PTSA needs attention. When a
PTSA is formed at school, parents are involved but as
tine groes on, the parents representatives dinrinish by
day. The parents becomes rubber stamps. The school is
no more governed by the community, it is run by the
school itself, which is unhealthY.

It ls difficult for parents to make inforrned choices and informed

contributions in meetings. Pugh (1991) warns that a sincere and

genuine partnership is essential if governors are to be

effective. There is no search for a common ground in Sunshine

High School PTSA on which the partnership could be based. The

continuous postponement of neetings because of non-attendance is

a clear indication that these sectors are not yet ready to form

an effective and meaningful partnership.

There is a strong argument for the formulation of this

partnership by the community and the school. A democratic

approach to school governance is fast becoming popular. It is now

embodied in the l{hite Paper. Participation of aII stake holders

in deqlS_i_on-making is the order of the day. Despotic and
---./- 

: 
-___- '---r

unilateral decisions are no more acceptable. However, it is

evident that the PTSA at Sunshine High School is not ready and

does not have the capacity to participate in this democratic

venture and the responsibility that goes witn it.

Pover and DecLgLon-naklug

The concept of poner and the notion of domination were central to
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the debate raised in this chapter. The central argument lies with

the ideas put forward by theory drawn from United Kingdom

Iiterature, with the realities in South African context. Trying

to reconcile the two worlds leaves one with doubt of having done

justice to both spheres.

Nonetheless it gives one mental satisfaction to have tried to

strike the balance. More inportant is to highlight the dynamics

involved in a problenatic structure like PTSA. Structural and

functional problems discussed in this chapter raises the question

whether the PTSA is the only or correct option for school

governance.

Slippery theoretical concepts like the influence of power in

decision-naking were discussed to highlight the centrality of

power in any decision-naking process. with the uneven

distribution of power within the PTSA membership, the decision-

making process is dominated by one sector over the others.

Forging a relatlonship between the 'Iay' and professionals was

also sensitive. The professionals are jealous of what they call

professional autonomy and want to protect education from lay

control. The problen at present is that there is no capacity

building and resources to sustain the partnership between schools

and cornmunity they serve. In some schools where the PTSA

partnership has been forned, it is collapsing. In some schools,

the PTSA acts more as a pressure group to school reform than
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partners. The need to transform schooling in South Africa is
great but the method to do it needs time, patience, knowledge and

a clear theoretical framework on which to be grounded. So a

partnership where one party is dominant and the other weak could

be more tokenism than real partnership. fn the PTSA at Sunshine

High School, the partnership is dominated by the school

(teachers). The problems posed by the generational gap in the

PTsA membership ls also evident. The traditional and uneducated

are always in conflict with the modern and educated youth. The

difference is caused by the differences in political power where

the youth feel that they are politically atare of what is

happenlng in the country and the older generation is not. The

power struggle centers around traditionalism and modernism. The

influence of the headteacher is great. By virt-ue of

corrst_ituti,onq]- p_oygrs veste_d in hin lre is able to keep an ,upp-gr

hand in PTSA neetings. These theoretical concepts lrere used to

capture the nicropolitical dynanics in the functioning of the

PTSA.

The guestion raised in the argunent point to a need for a

meaningful intervention in capacity building for the PTSA.

Clearer definition of roles and responsibility would go a long

way in addressing the central problen of power relations. An

attenpt to get a cornmon ground where the three sectors of the

PTSA can nutually forge a relationship and an understanding of

pulling together in school governance is iurportant.
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The following chapter concludes the study, which has highlighted

mainly the problems of the PTSA at Sunshine High School, bY

suggesting ways and means of capacity building for the PTSA.
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CEAPTER 5

CONCITUBION

In conclusion, I will firstly, return to methodological issues,

to diEcusE the generalizability of the cacie study. Secondly, I

explore what could be learnt from the case study of Sunshine High

School. Thirdly, I discuss the signficance of capacity building

through training for PTSAs. This is the major recommendation of

the study, and is complemented by a list of further

recommendations.

![hc caso atudv nctbod

The caEe study used as a nethod of data collection has

linitations. The limitations are in the inclusiveness of the

population in data collection. A case study of one school from

one department of education may not be convincing in terms of

generalisation of findings. A linited number of interviewees who

are an opportunity sanple are not representative of all interest

groups and education departments. The validity of the data and

information from the intervietees, documents like minutes,

observation and literature may not be a reflection of what

happens at Sunshine High School.

Nonetheless, the advantage of a case study is that it has allowed

me to make a detailed examination of one setting. The case study

of Sunshine High School as opposed to a survey, has allowed me to
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explore in detail the power relations among the PTSA members. The

use of theoretical concepts like 'Iay' professional relationship,

'generational domination' in the PTSA, 'partnership' and

influence of the principal in decision-making has helped to make

a detailed study of the power dynamics central to a decision-

naking process. The case study of Sunshine High School allowed

the identification of problems like the imbalance of power which

Ieads to power contestation within the PTSA itself.

On the basiE of this in-depth understanding of dynamics in the

PTSA, it is possible to make future recommendations on what could

be done in order to develop the capacity of the PTSA to govern

Echoo1s. The following section will identify the key lessons of

the case study of Sunshine High School which lays the basis for

recomnendations.

Lorroar fron tho Crro Study of SunthLno BLqh Soboo1

In the first instance, I argue that a governing structure

composed of all interest groups is desirable. Representation,

participation, together with accountability, should form the core

of participatory decision-nraking. Knowledge and purpose of

governing a school should form the basis of understanding among

the three sectors that forn the Parent-Teacher-Student

Association.

The reflections drawn from the case study of Sunshine High School
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are that the PTSA as presently constituted in South Africa is a

problematic structure. At Sunshine High SchooI, the problem

starts with the election of the PTSA. The first being that a

parent must have a child at the school, that student governors

are elected by the sRc from its members in the absence of the

student body and that teachers take turns to serve on the PTSA.

The methods used by the various sectors to elect their members

vary. The election urethod is problenatic in that it separates the

PTSA sectors from the beginning. This is a discrepancy that needs

to be rectified. *
,'l-,'J )-.roi/''
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Secondly, there seems to be l_ -n_istrust among the different
sectors of the PTSA, caused by the power struggle that is evident

in the PTSA. The power contestation becomes central to the

decision-naking process. It is because professional porler enables

teachers to be perceived by other sectors to have more influence
ii in decisl-on-making.

Thirdly, there is no connon understanding and purpose when

dealing with issues that affect a menber of one constituency. The

reason is that the PTSA members see themselves as representatives

of their different constituencies. This makes it difficult for
then to work towards a common purpose for the interest of the

school. They perceive decision-rnaking as a lose-win exercise.

Generational donination and the complaint by teachers that

*89_g"t. *!}ir3[ that they are equar to teachers is equally

problematic. The polrer contestation that exists in the members of

PTSA is a power struggle for dornination of decision-making. The
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uneven distribution of power between teachers, parents and

students where teachers are perceived as wielding more power and

students least power results in an on-going power contestation.

The empowerment of the weaker partner becomes necessary in order

to balance the power.

Fourthly, the term of office, which is one year, also poses

problens. The PTSA, amon!, other duties is expected to draw up a

school policy. ft is a process that needs a couple of years to

complete. The inconslstency of the membership and the revolving

door policy meanE that long term decisions are left hanging and

inherited by the inconing new PTSA. It prevents continuity and

progress and learning from experience and mistakes.

only the principal who is an ex-officio member is consistent in
PTSA. This gives him an upper hand in inaugurating the new PTSA

and using past experiences in the PTSA as his terns of reference

and a source of his powers. ft linits the notion of power sharing

in school governance.

Fifth1y, there are direct influences of the relationships between

the lay and the professionals. The principal reads and interprets
government policies to the PTSA nembership. This points to the

standard of education that varies and in many cases to the

disadvantage of the parent component who are in many instances

not highly educated. The lack of interest in the PTSA especially

by the parent component sterns also from culture and tradition,
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which holds that parents do not argue and debate with children.

rSixthly, there are few incentives to attract the PTSA members to

be active in participatory decision-naking. Not only incentives

in terms of salary but incentives in terms of constructive issues

that are discussed in meetings. The PTSA of Sunshine High school

convenes !o solve a crisis. PTSA nembers are nore crisis managers

--than a governing body. This can change only when perceptions and

attitudes towards the purpose of the PTSA itself could be

changed. Clear definition of roles and functions can help in this

regard.

Lastly, Iegislation and legal porrers of the PTSA is another

problematic area. The PTSAs have not been a statutory body to

govern schools. Their deciEions were challengeable in courts of

la$r. The Education White Paper has legalised their functions and

strengthened their functioning. The non-legislation weakened

their commitment to their functioning. The unclear and questioned

porrers of the student sector also needs attention. Minor students

are allowed to hold public office and are expected to rnake

rational decisions. There appears to be no legal age requirement

for students to hold public office and to be legally held

responsible for the decisions they take in PTSA meetings.

Discipline among students also hampers the progress of

strengthening the PTSAs. Though there are no party political

differences in the PTSA of Sunshine High School, the political

origins of the PTSA are a potential problem for party political
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interest groups.

The problems identified in the functioning of the PTSA at

Sunshine High School are many, ranging from election methods, the

Ioopholes in the interiur constitution, conrposition, duration of

term of office, mistrust among nembers of the PTSA, legislation

of the PTSA which is now in process, generational gap between

menbers and educational gap between the components of PTSA which

all lead to a power struggle among PTSA members. The White Paper

on Education and Training assigns inportant roles to PTSA

members. What has becone evident is that the PTSA members need to

be trained in their new task in order to build knowledge,

confidence and a sense of a purposeful co-operation among PTSA

nembers in order to accomplish their task of governing.

capacity BullCl,nq tbrouqh tral,ninq

ln t
the basis of interviews conducted and the lack of knowledge in

their duties the members of the PTSa suggested training as a

solution. It became evident fron the interviews that the PTSA

members had no ability to carry out their duties and this needed

attention. Their work was made more difficult by the nature of

issues that they discussed in their meetings. These were nainly

crisis and problenatic issues.

Training seems to be the solution to the many problems that the

PTSA is faced with. The issue here is about the ability of the

sectors to manage schools. Tywala (1993) argues that PTSAs
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actually became crisis management committees who only went as far

as opposing the SMCs of the governnent without necessarily being

better themselves. The number of PTSAs according to Tywala (L9921

is today fluctuating as a result of the failure to sustain thern.

Sinilarly, Maepa (1991) argues that in 410 schools contacted, the

Soweto Education Co-ordinating Conmittee established 36O PTSAS.

However, by the end of June L992, 22 of these PTSAs had collapsed

due to a lack of service.

When members of the PTSA at Sunshine High School tere asked if

they get any training for their duties, the answer vras-no. When

asked if they needed any training, the answer was a resounding

yes. A11 sectors agreed that training should be done by the

Department of Education and Training. In contrast a school

inspector from the DET argued that rather than the department

being responsible for training PTSA, rra credibte body like NECC

should do the trainlngr. EI_Q4_members at Sunshine High Scho_ol

most commonly identified the legal implications of their duties

and the interpretation of the constitution as key training

-issues. They saw these areas to be empowering in their duties. To

be taken to court was the most feared result of their ignorance

of the law.

The notion of capacity building through training is posed by many

authors as one of the solutions to the PTSA problens. Johnson

(1993) foresarr a problen in the practical operation of PTSAs in
particular as they involve sectors of different interests in
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school governance. He therefore suggested a training progralnme

for the organisations in order to strengthen and sustain their
capacity to participate in school governance.

The United Kingdom experience strongly supports the idea of

training governing bodies to sustain them. In the United Kingdom, ,.
'lthe Departnrent of Education and Science (DES 1988) states that.
./

rflocal education authorities are responsible for offering every

school governor such training as they may need to discharge their

responsibility effectively" (DES, 1988:8). The Education Act of

1986 in England and Wales provides that there is made available

to every such governor (free of charge) such training as the

authorities consider necessary for the effective discharge of

those functions (Brooksbank and Anderson, L9781.

The Taylor's report of L977 recommends training for school

governors in United Kingdon. Burger and Sofer (1986) argue that

aII education authorities should make initial and in-service

training courses available to lrovernors, and as soon as

practicable aII governors should have a short period of initial

training and attend in-service training courses regularly. The

newly appointed governors would appreciate some form of training

to give them confidence in the effective performance of their

duties.

There is no such provision for the training of PTSAs in South

Africa. They have been established by a non-governmental

organisation and lack the basic and necessary training. Kogan

t,
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(1984) and Golby and Brigley (1989) agree that if governors are

to perform effectively, Itthese problems must be overcome and the

way to overcome them is by the provision of what is generally

known as trainingtt (Golby and Brigley, 1989:173).

Tipton (1989) complains that a heavy and continuous burden is
placed on teachers and education officers to train grovernors for

a job, ironically, they could do themselves. Holt and Murphy

(1993) nurse a feeling that rrif parents, teachers and members of

the public who become involved in school affairs do not receive

adequate and ongoing in-service training, school management wiII

be reduced to a 'nuddling through' decision-naklng activityrl
(Holt and lr[urphy, 1993:175). Field (1993) insists that on-the-job

training is the only way because governors' backgrounds are so

different that training has to be response to individual needs.

fn the United Kingdon government acts give the governing bodies

lega1 porrers to govern, making it easy for the department to come

up wlth training progrramnes. In South Africa in general the PTSAs

are being legislated for legal participation. That poses problems

in setting up a training progralnme for a non-statutory body to

govern public institutions. There needs first be legislation to

Iegalise functioning of PTSAs. The l{hite Paper proposes training

programmes for the PTSA sectors. There are expenses involved in

developing training material and training trainers. The

government,s contribution would be necessary to finance such

efforts. The training itself would need to suit individual needs

because of differences in standards of education and experiences

LL2



of PTSA members. It is equally important to note that the rnedium

of training material and nedium of presentation will have to

adapted to suit the PTSA.

There is little precedent for the new Education ministry to draw

on. There have been few on-going programmes that are co-ordinated

nationally, regionally or even local}y to provide the necessary

skills that are needed to develop the capacity of PTSAs. There

are attempts by NECC and SACHED in the Western Cape, to develop

a training manual for PTSAs and conduct training progranmes for

the PTSAs in that area. The regional organiser of NECC for the

I{estern Cape region clained that t'training has always been there

through workshopstt. However, the training offered hras only

provided when there was a crisis at a school. rt tas done at

random and not as part of a broader training policy. The NECC is

aware of the problens encountered by the PTSAs at schools due to

lack of support in the form of training.

Training of PTSAs became more important in 1993, according to the

Western cape NECC regional organiser. This was when the Congress

of South African Students launched rroperation Barcelonarr, the

torching of schools, rroperation Bujubarr, the destruction of

government apparatus burning government vehicles and offices and

rrOperation Gundarr which eras an intensive campaign for intensive

learning in preparation for the examinations at the end of the

academic year. Training became necessary for the PTSAs in the

I{estern Cape Region to manage these crisis situations.
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The capacity to sustain the PTSA is important. The PTSAs need to

be enpowered through training. The extent of training needs are

articulated by the Western Cape regional organiser who claims

that trsince discussions last year, w€ have come to realise that

we have not prepared the PTSAs so that they function we1lrr. He

went on to say |twe are now entering another phase with the PTSA.

we are engaging in ways and means of training the PTSAtr. Prior to
L994 the NECC has taken the initiative to train PTSA members. In

preparation for the training of the PTSAs, the NECC regional

organisers had two weeks of intensive training inside the country

at the beginnlng of 1993, followed by a further three months

training in BrlEtol University (Eng1and). The aim was to train
the regional organisers to train the PTSAs for their management

task. Moreover, training naterial has to be produced to arm the

PTSAs for their duties. The NECC and SACHED have produced a

training manual entitled mBuild your PTSArr. At present, the NECC

and SACHED in the l{estern Cape are in a process of reviewing the

manual to link the PTSA to schools as managers. They are also

working on a manual for training the trainers of PTSAs.

The PTSAs need to be empowered as they are dealing with students

who are organised in various student organisations. Teachers on

the other hand are organiEed in teacher orlranieations. Parents,

who are not organised need to be strengthened to bargain with

confidence with organised students and teachers. Participation in

decision-naking is a bargaining process and requires that the

bargaining parties be empowered. For the PTSAs to be confident

and accountable for the outcornes of the decisions taken, they
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need to be empohrered through training.

Further Reconnendations

On the basis of lessons learnt from the case study of Sunshine

High School the following reconmendations could be made for the

functioning of the PTSAs in general.

1 Elections of members of PTSA should be undertaken in one

general neeting for this purpose. At Sunshine High School,

the different sectors of PTSA choose their representdtives

separately. This method separates the PTSA members from the

onset, resulting in them representing their different

constituencies in PTSA meetings. There is no sense of

togetherness for a common Purpose hlhere there is

transparency. This could be the cause for the rnistrust of

one another with one sector defending the interests of its
constituency. one general meeting could be unifying the

three PTSA sectors.

The election nethod Ehould be free of any possible

intinidation. The ballot system of electing PTSA members

would be better in terms of privacy and secrecy. Election by

a Ehow of handE is open to abuse and intinidation.

3. Having a child at a school should not be ,.UI-l
qualification for parents to the governing body. I would

recommend that the interest of a parent in educational

2
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4

5.

matters should be a criteria for electing parents.

Interested parents would not underachieve in carrying out

their duties in the PTSA. The parent sector night miss out

capable parents who do not have children in that particular
school. It should rather be community representatives than

parent representatives to open elect,ions to a wider choice

of candidates to PTSA. A parent should rise above be'ang i lt,,'l
.i^ t.

parent of a particular child. /lo'" .,t" t

P|r
on the other hand I would recommend an age requirement for
the student representatives in PTSA. Taking decision-rnaking

as a serious exercise and decisions talcen as binding to the

whole school population, rationality and rnaturity are

inportant for those who take decisions. The legal

inplications for decision-making are also inportant.

Legallyr ElDy person who is under the age of eighteen is a

minor and cannot take decisione about hin/herse1f. Thus it
follows that a minor cannot take binding decisions for the

school and be held responsible for those decisions.

Party political affiliations should not be used for electing

PTSA members. Though party political differences were not

evident at Sunshine High School, it could be a problem in

PTSAs in general. In areas where there are strong party

political groupings, PTSA members could advance their own

political interests and cause a split and friction in the

functioning of PTSAs. These differences should not be

brought into play at school governance. They would retard
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progress.

6. The one year term of office for PTSAs is a problen. The term

of office needs to be extended to at least three years

,', /, ') /

There appears to be no clear role description and boundaries

between the representative mode, (PTSA) and the school

management mode (principal and management staff). The

boundary dispute in roles may cause friction between the two 
\
!

modes. There needs to be a clear role distinction to \

facilitat,e good relations and goodwill between the PTSA and

management tean.

8. There should be ceremonies and aclivJ'ties that are organi_qgd

at school to bring the community and school close together.

The cornnunity and school population should meet infornally
and share ideas on ceremonies like founders days, speech

days, prLze giving days. They should co-operate in

organising these activities. This would ease the tension of

mistrust and create a culture of togetherness and belonging

to school. They can celebrate achievements together, which

could serve aE incentive and ownership of the school.

Ceremonies and other activities that bring parents, students

and teachers together infornally would strengthen the

relationships between these three sectors of PTSA.

Regular in-service training courses as suggested by a number

of authors would improve the PTSAs a great deal. It is in

I
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these in-service training courses where they would be armed

with knowledge and gain more confidence in their
functioning. These in-service training courses should be

conducted by the Department of Education. The department

officials would update the PTSAs with Educational Acts,

circulars and government notices on school governance.
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APPENDTCEs
Appendix I

Llat of iatervievs conducted

SI (PTSA Student) Sunshine High School, interviewed on 22 May
L994, Crossroads, Cape Town.

SII (PTSA Student) Sunshine High School, interviewed on 22 May
L994, Crossroads, Cape Torrn.

TI (PTSA Teacher) sunshine High School, interviewed on 20 May
L994, Crossroads, Cape Town.

TfI (PTSA Teacher) Sunshine High School, interviewed on 20 May
L994, Crossroads, Cape Torrn.

PI (PTSA Parent) Sunshine High School, interviewed on 10 June
L994, Crossroads, Cape Town.

PII (PTSA Parent) Sunshine High School, interviewed on 13 June
1994, Crossroads, Cape Town.

Principal, Sunshine High School, interviewed on 20 uay L994.

School Inspector, Department of Education and Training,
interviewed on 9 June L994, BeIIviIle, Cape Town.

NECC Western Cape Regional Organiser, interviewed on 2 June L9941
SaIt River, Cape Town.

SACHED official, interviewed on 2 June L994, SaIt River, Cape
Town.
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Appendlx II
Intervieua questLons for PTBA parents

1. When did you become a member of PTSA?

2. How were you elected?

3. Are you employed?

4. How long is your term of office?

5. Do you have a constitution?

6. Are you aware of government policies on school governance?

7. Are you aware of legal inplications of your duties?

8. Do you get any training for your duties?

9. If not: do you need training?

10. On what aspects of your duties do you want to be trained?

11. Who should be responsible for the training?

L2. Do you have any problens in dealing with professional
teachers in the PTSA?

13. Do you get any problens from PTSA students.

L4. Who draws the Agenda of the PTSA meetings.

15. Who calls the meeting.

15. Do you oppose the views of the principal in meetings?

t7. Do you sometines feel that the principal is controlling the
meeting.

18. What issues do you discuss most in your rueetings?

19. How do you take resolutions in a neeting?

20. How is the attendance at your neetings?

2L. How nany times do you hold a meeting per month?

22. Do you have any paperwork to do in the office?

23. How is your relationship with school inspectors?

24. Do you perceive yourselves as effective in your work?

25. I{hat you f ind problernatic in the functioning of PTSA?
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Appeadir IIf
Intervieu queetione for PTSA teachers

1. How long have you been at this school?

2. How long have you been a rnember of the PTSA?

3. How did you become a member of the PTSA?

4. What is the durat,ion of your term of office?

5. Would you stand for this position again in future?

6. What issues do you nornally debate in your neetings?

7. Do you think your contribution is effective in meetings?

8. Do you have a constitution?

9. Do you have exactly what your duties are?

10. Do you know the legal implications of your duties?

11. Do you have any problems fron PTSA students?

L2. Do you have any problens with PTSA parents?

13. How is your relationship with the department?

L4. Do you give professional information in neetings?

15. Do you give your own opinion or do you represent other
teachers in a meeting?

16. Do you protect other teachers in meetings?

L7. Does the presence of the principal nake any difference in
neetings?

18. Is there any dornination of one sector over the others in
neetings?

19. Do you show interest in all topics discussed in meetings?

20. Are there sometimes feelings of mistrust between teachers,
students and parents?

2L. Is there any gender donination in PTSA ureetings?

22. Are there any party political dynamics in PTSA meetings?

23. Do you sometimes express views that are contrary to those of
the principal in PTSA meetings?

3



24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

Are you confident that the PTSA knows what is expected of
them?

Do PTSAs need any training?
Whom do you think should be responsible for training of
PTSAs?

What issues do you need training on?

How do you compare the PTSA with the school management
council?

Is there any power struggle in your PTSA meetings?

How do you make decisions?

Is there any class domination in your meetings?

How are the relationships between lay and professionals?

How are the relations between the PTSA and the principal?

How is the attendance at neetings?

4



Appeadlx fY

Iutervl.er queetl,one for PTSA gtudents

1. How long have you been a member of the PTSA?

2. How were you elected?

3. Are PTSA students also members of the SRC?

4. Wou1d you volunteer to be a member of the PTSA?

5. How long is your tern of office?

5. Do you have a constitution?
7. Don't you feel intinidated by the presence of the principal,

teachers and parents in PTSA neetings?

8. How is the attendance at PTSA neetings?

9. Do you have party political affiliations in the PTSA?

10. Do you get any training?

11. Do you ask from students what to say in a neeting?

L2. How is the relationship between the PTSA and the SRC?

13. Who draws the agenda for the neetlngs?

14. How do you take decisions in neetings?

15. Do you oppose the ideas of the principal in PTSA meetings.

16. Do you look after the interests of students in the PTSA?

L7. Is the principal accountable to the PTSA?

18. Do you have access to inforuration from DET?

19. Do you correspond with the department?

20. Do you feel sometimes the principal is controlling the
neetings?

2L. Can you give examples of topics that dominate the agenda in
your PTSA neetings?

22. Who convenes the neeting?

23. Do you sometimes feel that you are treated as children in a
PTSA neeting?

5



24. Are you involved in disciplinary matters that involve
teachers?

25. Are you involved in interviewing teachers for appointments
at school?

26. Are you confident in your duties?

27. Do you need training?

28. Who should be responsible for your training?

29. What is your opinion about the duties of the PTSA?

6



lppetrCiil
ttEcc Draft congtl.tutl.on foa PTSA8

1 NAME

The name of the association shall be: Parent-Teacher-Student
Association, hereafter called the Association.

2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.L To further the interests, well-being and education of the
pupils of the community.

2.2 To foster co-operation and sound relationships among
parents, teachers and students.

2.3 To encourage further self-education in the understanding of
our society and the educational system.

2.4 To promote, develop and encourage the above ideal 2.2
practically and financially.

2.5 To struggle for one, free, socially relevant education
system in a non-racial democratic society.

2.6 To do or perform all such other acts, deeds of functions as
nay be coincidental or conductive to the attainment of the
above objectives.

3 POLICY

The Association shall by way of resolutions or declarations
set out its policies on natters affecting the interests of
its nenbers.

4 ACTIVITIES

To achieve these aims the PTSA will:

4.L organise general meetings of the parents', teachers' and
students' representatives where -
4.1.1 healthy relations can be established;

4.1.1 parents will have the opportunity to discuss and
evaluate the progress of the studentsl

4. 1.3 parents and teachers can discuss with
representatives educational and other
problems;

students
related

7



4.L.4 views can be exchanged on matters such as child-
raising, home education, hazards of drugs, social
behaviour and career guidance.

4.2 assist the staff which, when asked, in the extra-mural
activities of the school?

5

5

4.3

1

5.2

5.3

6

6.1

6.2

address those matters which in their opinion hamper the
progress of the students and which could benefit then.

SCHOOL FT'ND

Schoo1 funds shall be raised through:

5.1.1 contributions from parents and guardians which
are annually deternined;

5.1.2 additional funds shall be raised through
activities organised by the Association.

These funds sha1l be used for the development of educational
facilities, eg. sports, Iibrary, Iaboratory facilities, etc.

Any funds raised for a particular purpose (eg. sports
facilities, laboratory equipment, school feeding project)
shall be regarded as trust money.

I,TE!,TBERSHIP

Membership shaII be open to parents and guardians of
students attending school.

Membershlp shall be open to persons whose children attend
the school at any time ln the past.

6.2.L on special application to the Executive Committee
(EC) , or

6.2.2 at the special reguest of the Executive
Cornrnittee.

3 Menbership shall be open to all teachers of the school.

4 The Student Representative Council will nominate three (3)
students to represent itself on the PTSA Executive
Connittee.

6

6
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PATRONS

6.5 Persons not qualifying for membership in terms of 6.L or 6.2
or 6.3 but who have rendered special services to the school
or whose co-operation or advice may be of special value to
education, can be co-opted as patrons by consensus of the EC
and approval of the General Meeting. Such patrons can attend
meetings in an advisory capacity when invited by the EC.

7. LIAISON

The Association sha1l liaise with and affiliate to other
organisations with sinilar aims and objectives.

8. T.TEETINGS

8.1 Annual General Meeting.

8.1.1

9.L.2

8.1.3

Within two (2) weeks of the opening of school
each year the Chairperson wiII call an Annual
General Meeting (AGM).

At the AGI.I an Executive Comnrittee (Ec) will be
elected for a term of office of one year.

the Annual Reports and Audited Financial Report
shall be presented by the Chairperson and the
Treasurer.

8.2

8.1.4 Any of the activities mentioned in Article 3 can
be raised and referred to the date of the
meeting.

General Meetings.

8.2.L At least three (3) general meetings shall be held
annually excluding the AGM.

8.2.2 A special general meeting can be called by the EC
on its ovrn accordr ES well as at the request of
the general membership, with the proviso that at
least ttrenty-five per cent (25 t) of a specific
group, i.e teachers, parents, or students, be
canvassed.

8.2.3 At least seven (71 days written notice must be
given to aII nembers of any general meetings.

9



8.2 .4 The quorum of any general meeting, including the
AGM, shall be fifty per cent (50 t) plus one of
the eligible delegates.

9. ADMINISTRATION

9.1

The adurinistration of the Association shall be vested in the
Executive Committee which shall consist of the Office-
bearers and nine (9) other members.

Office-bearers of the Association shalI be a Chaj.rperson,
Vice-Chairperson, Secretary, Assistant Secretary and
Treasurer.

9

EXECUTIVE COUUTTTEE

2 The Executive Cournittee shall consist of the Office-bearers
together with nine (9) additional members, three (3) of whom
shall be teachers, three (3) students and three (3) parents.
The school Principal shall be an ex-officio members.

.3 The Executive shall review the progress of the Association.

.4 The Executive shall be elected at the first ceneral Meeting
and thereafter at the Annual General Meeting. They shall
hold office until the next AGM.

5 The Executive shall be entitled to co-opt members of the
Association to forn Sub-cornrnittees or particular purposes,
e.g fundraising, publications, education, etc.

6 The Executive shall execute all decisions taken at General
Ir{eetings.

9.7 Vacancies in the offices of the Association shall be filled
by decision of the EC.

9
9

9

9

9.7 .L

9.7 .2

Any resignation frorn the EC can only be done in
rrriting.
The EC can terminate the office of any menber of
the EC who, without furnishing an acceptable
reason, is absent at three (3) consecutive
meetings.

9.8

9.7.3 Interin vacancies will be filled by co-option.
In the event of any other vacancies occurring in the EC,
such vacancies shall be filled at the next General Meeting.

10



9.9 The Comnittee may institute, conduct, defend or abandon any
legal proceedings by and against the Association, its
office-bearers or nembers, ot otherwise concerning the
affairs of the Association.

9.10 AII decisions of the EC shall be subjected to ratification
by the General Meeting.

9.11 OnIy members present at the election meeting will be
eligible for election to the EC. However, a member may be
elected in absentia if he/she has previously expressed in
writing his/her willingness to serve.

10. ELECTION PROCEDURES

10.1 At the AGU a returning officer who shall preside
elections of the EC will be elected.

over

LO.2 At the AGM the returning officer will call on the delegates
to noninate and second candidates for the fourteen (14)
seats.

10.3 StudentE, parents and teachers shall each be represented by
not more than fifteen (15) delegates.

10.4 Noninations can
appry.

be accepted verbally. However, 9.11 wiII

10.5 Voting shall be by show of hands. Each voter shall be
entitled to one vote only.

10.5 The election of EC menbers shall take place in the following
order: Chalrperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary, Assistant
Secretary and Treasurer, after which the additional menbers
Ehall be elected or nominated.

LO.7 The returnlng officer will hand over the chair to the
elected Chairperson who wiII be Chairperson of both the PTSA
and EC.

11. DUTIES OF THE OFFICE-BEARERS

11.1 Chairperson.

11.1.1 The Chairperson shall preside at aII general and
executive meetings.

11. 1. 2 The Chairperson shall sign aII minutes of such
meetings after same have been duly adopted upon
motion, duly moved and seconded.

11



11. 1. 3

11. 1.4

11. 1. 5

11. 1. 6

The Chairperson shall exercise such supervision
over the affairs of the Association that usage
and custom appertain to his/her office.
The Chairperson shall deliver the Annua1 Report
at the AGM.

The Chairperson sha1l have a delj-beration vote
on1y.

Statenents shall be made by the ChaJ-rperson in
accordance with the spirit of the Constitution.

powers
in the

LL. 2 Vice-Chairperson.

11.2.1 The Vice-Chairperson shall exercise the
and perform the duties of the Chairperson
absence of the latter.

11.3 Secretary

11.3.1

11. 3 .2

11.3.3

11. 3 .4

The Secretary shall attend all neetings and both
perform such duties and keep such records as the
EC nay from time to time decide upon.

The Secretary shaII receive reguisitions for
neetings and issue notices of such meetings.

The Secretary shall keep a register of all
members, take careful minutes of all meetings and
keep a record of all correspondence received and
copies of correspondence dispatched.

The Secretary shall present the report of the EC
at the AGt{.

in the

The Treasurer shall be required to keep a correct
record of the finances of the Association and
shall subnit written reports to the EC and
general menbers and the duly audited financial
statement at the AGM.

11.4 Assistant Secretary

11.4.1 He/she shall assist the Secretary
performance of his/her duties.

11.5 Treasurer

11.5. 1

L2



LL.5.2 AII monies due to the Association shall be paid
to the Treasurer who shall issue a receipt
therefor.

11. 5. 3 The treasurer shall deposit aII monies received
in a savings account to be decided upon by the
EC.

11.5.4 The Treasurer shall make such payments and
purchases as are decided upon by the Ec.

11.5.5 The signature of any three of the Chairperson,
Secretary, Treasurer and Principal shalI be
reguired to draw money for purchases. For
paynents see 11.5.4.

T2. DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMUITTEE

12.1 The Ec will perform its duties in accordance with the
Constitution.

L2.2 The EC wiII plan ways and means to execute the Activities
(see 3.1 to 3.5)

L2.3 The EC shall follow up suggestions and resolutions of the
General Meeting.

L2.4 The EC can appoint from its sub-cornmittee or co-opt other
PTSA nembers fron such sub-conmittees on specific natters.

L2.5 In consultation with the Chairperson, the EC shall arrange
dates and times for General Meetings and EC meetings or
other PTSA functions and give notice to aIl members
concerned.

L2.6 The EC shall prepare the agenda for General Meetings.

L2.7 The EC ShaII meet whenever necessary but at least twice per
guarter.

L2.8 At the last neeting of the year the EC must adopt a report
of activities and finances to be tabled at the AGM the
following year.

L2.9 The quorum for all meetings shall be the half plus one.

LT.LO In the case of a tie in the voting, the Chairperson is
entitled to a casting vote.

13



13. AT'DITOR

13.1 The Auditor shall be appointed at the AGM.

L3.2 The Auditor shall examine the accounts and relevant
documents of the Association at least fourteen (14) days
before the AGM and submit a written report thereof.

L4. RET,ATTONSHTP WrTH THE STUDENT REPRESENTATM COTNCIL (SRC)

The Association shall facilitate the inplernentation and
smooth running of the SRC at the school.

15. LIUTTATTON OF LIABILITY

The resources of the Association shaIl be solely liable for
the debts of the Association, and the offlce-bearers and
members shall not be personally liable for such debts or any
portion thereof.

15. AI.TEND!,TENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

16.1 Amendnents to this constitution can be made at the AGM or a
special general neeting only after the general body has been
given fourteen (14) days notice of the proposed alteration.

L6.2 The quorum ehall be at least fifty per cent (5O *) plus one,
of whom two-thirdE (2/) must vote for the proposed
alteration before the constitution can be amended.

DISSOLUTION

The Association may be dissolved at a special general meeting
called for such purposes by a najority vote of two-thirds of the
menbers present.

If upon winding up or disEolution of the Association there
remaLnE after satisfaction of aII its debts and liabilities any
aEsetE whateoever the same shall not be paid to or distributed
among the menbers of the Association but shall be transferred to
the School Fund to be used by the school as it may deem fit
except for designated funds.

SOURCBs llETClLtrE, u AIID RULE, P (1992! 90 96) Bulld your
PT8A3 I ltanuel for organielng P[8Ag. NECC/8ACEED ![RIIBI,
i,OEAITIIESBT'RG.
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AppondLr YI

A DRAII CODE Of CONDUC.|I FOR PTgAs - DEVEITOPED BI DEIJEGATEB AT TXE
NA'IfONAL BDUCATION COITFERENCE IN l,LAnCE L992

A. Student Responsibilities

The primary responsibility of student is to learn. The
education system can work only if students learn. Students
themselves develop as individuals because they learn and the
cornnunity and society in general also benefit if students
Iearn effectively.
Effectlve learning involves the following:

(a) Each individual should develop to his/her full
potential, not only in terms of school work, but also
as a nenber of society and with regard to culture.

(b) Students shoutd develop as active, independent and
critical learnerE who are self-disciplined and
motivated.

(c) StudentE should participate in helping to make
decisions about the learnlng process. For example, they
should have a aay in curriculum developnent, and also
in the evaluation of thenselves, their peers and their
teachers.

(d) Students should participate in structures that govern
their learning, for example, in PTSAs.

For effective learning to happen, we need:

(a) Mutua1 respect between students and teachers and among
students themselvee.

i) Students and teachers are equal as human beings.
However, because of their different roles, they
are not equal in terns of their pohler in the
classroom.

ii) In the case of relationships among students,
equality based on nutual respect means that
students have as much to learn from each other as
from the teacher in the classroom. Students
should work together to support each other than
working individually.

(b) StudentE to develop respect for their parents and for
the community ln general.

1

3
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(c)

(d)

Students to attend
punctually.

Students to
teacher.

school and classes regularly and

do properly aII work assigned by the

(e) Student to avoid anti-social behaviour which disrupts
the learning process such as drunkenness, assault and
the carrying of dangerous rreapons. This includes any
criminal or oppressive behaviour such as rape and
Eexual harassrnent, vandalism to school property, the
non-return of textbooks, etc.

(f) Students to adhere to the rules and regulations of the
school, including grievance procedures.

(g) Students to tolerate differing views relating to
academic, social, cultural and political issues in the
classroom, within the institution, as well as within
the corumunity.

(h) Students to form Student Representative Councils to
represent the views and interests of the students
within decision-naking structures of the institution.
SRCg should be:

(i) non-party political; (ii) the supreme body
representing the views of the students within the
institution. In the case of student political
organisations, while they have the right to exist and
organise within the institution, they cannot replace or
subsume the role of the SRC.

B. Teachers

1 The prinary responslbtlity of teachers is to teach. Good
teachlng in the claeEroorn is essential to educate and it is
the basis of professional status and dignity of the teacher.
Good teaching also helps students to develop as individuals
and to develop the connunity and society in general.

Effective teaching involves:

(a) Teachers should continue to search for nevr, effective
and appropriate methods of teaching and learning.

(b) Teachers should assess students to evaluate whatever
they have reached a sufficient standard of education at
various stages of their lives.

2.
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(c) Teachers should continue to search for new, progressive
and innovative methods of assessing student
performance.

(d) Teachers should identify students, aptitudes, strengths
and weaknesses so that they can guide students in their
career choices.

(e) with theTeachers should guide students in dealing
difficult and enotional trials of youth.

(f) Teachers should help students to develop a sense of
self-discipline and responsibility so that they can
become active, independent and responsible members of
society.

3

(g) Teachers Ehould inform parents regularly about the
progress and developnent of their children. They should
do this in a way that empohrers parents and thus allows
then to be actively involved in the education of their
children.

(h) Teachers should participate with parents, students,
authorities and experts in formulating policy as weII
as in planning curricula and constructing syllabuses.

(i) Teachers should participate in decision-making
Etructures at aII levels of the education system.

In order to undertake these teaching responsibilities,
teachers should:

(a) Develop loyalty to their profession and to their work.

(b) Develop nutual respect between teachers and students,
among teachers thenselves and between teachers and
parents. In order to achieve this mutual respect, there
should be good communication among teachers, parents
and students, and teachers should be open to
constructive advice and criticisn.

(c) Develop respect for their jobsi in particular, this
meana that they should be punctual, attentive, of sober
nind and body, enthusiastic and well-prepared in
Iessons, etc.

(d)

(e)

Participate actively in departnental and union forums.

Protect and respect the educational resources in their
card.

L7



4 Teachers should develop teacher unions to represent the
views and interests of their members.

This involves:

(a) Defending the interests of teacherE with regard to
conditions of service and levels of remuneration.

(b) Identifying what teachers need in terms of resources
and education, and aining to neet these needs together
with the authorities.

The authorities should provide the following:

(a) In-service training that is developed together with
teacher unions. The aim of this training should be to
provide teachers with skills necessary to achieve their
responsibilities.

(b) Conditlons of service and levels of remuneration that
serve to notivate rather that to discourage teachers in
their work.

(c) Open channels of connunication with teachers and unions
with the ain of trying to solve problems rather than
naking then worse.

(d) The authorities eliminate all graft and corruption
because these undermine effective teaching.

Parents and the Cornrnunity

The primary educational responsibility of parents (and of
the connunity through its organlsations) is to help to
develop a healthy, co-operative educational environment at
hone, in the connunity and at school.

In order to undertake this responsibility, parents and
cornmunity organisations should:

(a) Involve themselves activelY, both as individual parents
and aa a collective, in the structures that govern the
schools, such as PTSAs. These structures affect the
education of their children.

(b) Have regular discussions with their children about
general school matterE. such discussions will help to
inforn parents about conditions in their school and
about the views and concerns of their children.

5

c

1

2
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SOIIRCE:

(c) Attend and call for regular class and school meetings.
These meetings should keep parents informed and updated
about the school and its environments.

(d) Get to know their childrenrs teachers and develop a
healthy, open and co-operative relationship with them.

(e) Be approachable, conmunicative and understanding in
their dealings with students, teachers and the school
administration.

(f) Instill in the children positive attitudes and values
of education and of life skllls.

(g) Try to create a home environment that wiIl aIlow
students to study - for example, by helping students to
put aside tine for their homeworkr Ers well as for
television viewing and for p1ay.

(h) Protect and respect the educational resources such as
textbooks, etc. in their care.

XEllGlIrrE, tl lltD RUITE, P (1992s 90 96) Eulld lzour
PTBI3 I llrlurl for OrgrnLtl,ng Pllgtr. IIECC/EACEED TRUBT,
aroEllnrESDmo.
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Appeadir VII

DRArT rXIIE PAPER (1e9t Pp s2-s2)

Governance

(a) Local Education and Training Forums, representative of the
main local stakeholders in the system, should be established
as interin consultative and negotiating structures. The
relationship and channel of communication with the
respective provincial departnents of education will need to
be defined.

(b) School governing bodies should be representative of the main
stakeholders in the school, and reflect the principle of
ownership of the school by the community it serves.

(c) In prinary schools, the nain stakeholders for purposes of
governance comprise at least the following groups: parents,
teachers and representatives of the broader comrnunity served
by the school.

(d) In secondary schools, the nain stakeholders for purposes of
governance comprise at least the following groups: parents,
teachers, students and representatives of the broader
conmunity Eerved by the Echool. ft is recognised that
students should not participate in some categories of school
business.

(e) The name ttgoverning body'r should be used as the general
term, but each Echool's governing body should be free to
choose its own name (PTSA, Schoo1 board, Governing body).

(f) The composition of governing bodies should be sensitive to
racial and gender representation.

(g) State involvement in school governance should be at the
nininun required for lega1 accountability, and should in any
case be based on participative management.

(h) The decision-rnaking powers of governing bodies should
reflect their capacity to render effective service.

(i) A capacity-building programme should go hand-in-hand with
the assignnent of powerE to governing bodies.

8OI,RCE3 ADOPTED TROU DRITT TEITE PAPER
TRTIf,INO (199a pp s1-s2)

ON EDUCAI ION AIID
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ApPepClr VIII

GOVERNANCE

(a) The term rrgoverning bodytr should be used as the general term
to describe school governance structures in all categories
of schools.

(b) The prLnciple of an articulated provincial system of schools
needE to be upheld. Therefore, the relationships of school
governing bodies to education governance structures within
provincial education systems, need to be defined.

(c) School governing bodies should be representative of the main
stakeholders in the school. Parents have the nost at stake
irr the education of their children, and this should be
reflected in the conposition of governing bodies, where this
is particably possible. The head or principal of a school
should be a member of the governing body ex officio.

(d) In primary schoolE, the nain stakeholders for purposes of
governance comprlse the parents and teachers.

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

In secondary schools, the main stakeholderE for purposes of
governance comprlse parents, teachers and students. It is
recognised that these stakeholders can play different roles
with reepect to different elements of school governance.

The composition of governing bodies should be sensitive to
racial and gender representation, and (in the case of
special schools especially) to citizens who can best
represent special educatLon needE.

State involvement ln school governance should be at the
nininun required for legal accountability, and Ehou1d in any
case be based on participatlve management.

The decision-naking powers of governing bodies should
reflect their capaclty to render effective service.

A capacity-building progranme should go hand-in-hand with
the assignment of powers to governing bodies. This should be
supplenented by nanagenent programmea for principals and
inspectore, to ensure a smooth transition to the new school
governance system.

ATDPTED FROIi COYERNIIEIIT OAZBSTE, rErTE PAPER OII
EDUCIIIoN Af,D ERIINIxo (1s llARcB 199s p 71)

SOIIRCB:
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lppcadLr IX

GOVERNA}.ICE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AT THE LEVEL OF THE TNSTITUTION.

6.2L The term rtgoverning bodyr should be used uniformly to
describe the body that is entrusted with the
responsibility and authority to formulate and adopt
school policy within the national, provincial and
district vision for education.

6.22 Governing bodies Ehould be representative of the rnain
EtakeholderE. In primary schools, parents and teachers
should have slgnificant representationr ds should
parents, teachers and learners in secondary schools.
(See para. 6.271 .

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNING BODIES

6.23 Provincial education authorities must direct schools in
their Jurisdiction to establlsh governing bodies. They
should enaure that a governing body lE in place in all
schools by January L997. CommunltieE Ehou1d either
establlsh entirely new governing bodies or adapt
existlng structures 60 that they conform to the norms
and etandards lald down.

6.24

6.25

Schools should have student representative councils,
and may have representative structures in addition to
the governing body, for example parentst associations.
The governing body has specific responsibilities but is
not intended to replace such other bodies, which.can
make valuable contributions wlthln a school comnunity.

Staff meetlngs and learner neetings are lmportant in
the successful nanagenent of Echools and may lead to
recommendations on policy to the governing body.

THE COUPOSITION AND OPERATION OFMINIMT,I.{ REQUIREMENTS FOR
GOVERNING BODIES

6.26 Governing bodies need to be constituted in ways that
take account of particular local circunstances. In many
areaa sensitive negotiations wiII be required if there
is to be general acceptance of their roles. It will
often take some years of capacity-buildlng building
before governing bodies can becone fully effective. For
this reason, and becauae Eome diversity is deEirable,
only ninimun requirenents are suggested below.
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IITEXT{BERSHIP OF GOVERNING BODIES

6.27 Members of a governing body should include, but not be
Ilnited to:
(a) representation of

(i) parents and guardians of learners currently
enrolled in the school,
Iearners (in secondary schools only),

) teachers,
non-teaching staff;

( il)
( iii
(iv)

(b)

(c)

the principal (ex ofticio); and

neubers of the conmunity. In certain schools this
category of nembers night acconmodate owners,
representatives of sponsoring bodies, oF of
tribal authorities. Representatives of the
cornnunity could bring in needed expertise in such
areas as finance, building, personnel management,
Iaw, etc.

6.28

6.29

6.30

5.31

If neceesary, additlonal members should be nominated to
ensure a gender balance. FuIl participation on
governing bodies nay be particularly difficult for
women in- cotntnunities in which they have been denied
authority.
The parents and guardians should have the largest
representation of the constituencies represented on the
governing body, the nembership of which should reflect
such diversity as there is within the relevant school
community.

In the view of the positlon of professional authority
held by the principal and teachers in relation to
learnerE, a provincial education authority or an
indlvidual governing body nay determine that learners
should not participate in sensitive discussions about
the principal or individual teachers. Where such a
determination haE been made, Iearners would not be
included in a staff affairs conmittee of a governing
body, nor be present at such times during a fuII
governing body meeting when such staff members were
discussed.

Governing bodies should not be structures for political
party presentation.

Menbership of the governing body should be deternined
by fornal election processes.

6.32
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

GENERAL PROVISIONS

6. 33

5.34

5. 35

6.36

Parent representatives should be elected by
parents and guardians of learners currently
enrolled in the school.
Learner representatives should be elected either
directly through the student body or through the
sRc.
The school principal should be a member ex
officio.
Teacher representatives should be elected by
menbers of the teaching staff.
Non-teaching staff representatives (if there are
to be any) should be elected by the non-teaching
staff.
Community representatives should be nominated by
parents or guardians and elected by the governing
body.

The tern of office for elected members should be three
yeara, except for learner members, who should be
Elected eactr- year. Elected members should be eligible
for additional terms of office.

In order to ensure continuity, elections should be
staggered: the term of office of all members should not
terminate sinultaneously.

There should be no remuneration or honorarium paid to
nembers of the governing body, although where
circunstances warrant transport costs nay be paid.

The chairperson should be elected by the governing body
from among its menbers, but should not be the
princlpal, a teacher or a learner.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILTTIES OF GOVERNING BODIES

6.37 Governing bodies are bodies that deternine and adopt
policies within the national and provincial visions for
educatlon. They nay also advise the teacher where
appropriate, without infringing on professional
autonony. Their negotiable powers have been referred to
in paras. 5.21 and 5.22. AIso of relevance are:

(a) the additional functions available to schools
wlth the desire and capacity-building to exercise
then; and

(b) the proposed capacity-building programme, set out
in Chapter g, which would facilitate the
acquisition of such powers by governing bodies
desiring then but not yet equipped to exercise
them.
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6.37.L Typically, governing body decisions would be made on

) the school,s mission, goals and objectivesi
) fund-raising and the control of financesl
) school-conrnunity conmunication strategies;
) school budget priorities;
) codes of behaviour for staff and learnersl
) school times and timetables;
) subject choices and the extra-mural curriculal
) services and community partnerships related to

social, health, recreational and nutritional
programmesi

) nethods of reporting to the parents;
) community use of school facilities;
) Iocal co-ordination of services for children and

youth;
(I) developnent, inplenentation and review of

governing body policies; and
(n) appointnents of adninistrative staff.
Governing bodies should reconmend to the provincial
authority the appointnent of teachers. The procedure
has been indicated in para 6.13.

6.37 .3 The governing body should also nake recommendations to
either the Echool nanagement conmittee or the
provincial department on a range of issues, including

(a) school level curriculum choices (within national
and provinciat franeworks); and

(b) selection of temporary teachers for appointnent
by the governing body.

6.37.4 The governing body should, in addition

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

a
b
c
d
e
f
9t
h

L
j
k

(
(
(

6.37 .2

(e)

NEGOTIABLE POWERS

6. 38

)
)

(
(
a
b

c
d

establish itE goals, priorities and procedures;
organise information and trainlng sessions to
enable memberE of the governing body to develop
their skllls;
hold a ninimun of four neetings a yeari
communicate regularly with parents and other
members of the conmunity, to seek their views and
preferences with regard to matters being
addressed by the governing body, and to report;
and
promote the best interests of the school
conmunity.

(
(

These consist of a set of functions which either the
province can provide on contract to the school, or the
school can contract privately, where the province gives
the school the right to do so. These functions do not
constitute a hierarchy, and different schools may elect
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to contract into some services and not others. It is
also possible that, gJ-ven reasonable notice, schools
can negotiate to contract back into the state-provided
service if they deem it to be in the interests of the
Iearners. These functions would include the following:

maintenance of buildings,
purchase of textbooks and materials,
purchase of equipment,
responsibility for light and water accounts.

Where the province provides these services it would be
in accordance with an established franework of
standards of provision. These responsibilities would be
delegated to schools, and in the event of
unsatisfactory performance the province would reserve
the right to intervene to ensure that its policy
principles and priorities rrere respected. This would be
a condition of granting negotiated porrer to schools.
Schoole wishing for a level of provision above what the
province could afford would have to provide this for
their own resources.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UEXTTBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY

the chairperson of the governing body should:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

6.39

6.40

(f)
(g)

(h)

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

caII governing body neetings;
prepare the agenda for governing body neetings;
chaLr governing body neetings;
ensure that mLnutes are recorded and maintained;
participate in information and training
progranmesi
communicate with the school principal;
ensure that there is regrular communication with
the school community; and
consult with senior staff members and other
members of the governing body, &s required.

Menbers of the governing body should:

participate in governing body meetings;
participate in information and training
programmesi
act as a link between the governing body and the
comnunity;
encourage the participation of parents and of
other people within the school comnunity;
address sex and gender concerns throughout the
gchool in respect of curriculum choice, Iearning
activities, cu1tural, social and sporting
activities; and
prevent any form of physical or sexual abuse.

The school principal should:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

facilitate the establishment of the governing
body and assist in its operation;
support and promote the governing bodyrs
activities;
seek input from the governing bodies in area
where it can advise;
act as a resource on laws, regulations, policies
and educational mattersl
obtain and provide information required by the
governing body to enable it to make infornred
decisions;
communicate with the chairperson and members of
the governing body, as requiredl
ensure that copies of the minutes of governing
body meetings are kept at the schoolp
assist the governing body in cornnunicating with
the school community; and
encourage the involvement of parents from aII
groups and other people within the school
cornmunity.

6.42

8OI'RCE3

EVALUATION AND REPORTING

Governing bodies should develop procedures of
evaluating their operation and the inplenentation of
their policies. An annual report on the operation of
the governing body should be published each year.

ADOPTED IROI{ I'REPORT Otr TEB COTII,IITTEE TO RBYTET TEE
oRcAltIEArION, COVEnIIANCE nXD II,IIDII{O Otr SCEOOrJSI
DBPARmlEltT OF EDUCATION, PnEAORIA 31 AUGUST 199s
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